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U.N. inspectors detained
after finding documents
on Iraqi nuclear weapons

50 CENTS

Official inspection

By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press Writer

SPORTS:
Fans at Roy Stewart
Stadium were treated
to a thrilling 55.-point
offensive show during
Murray State's onepoint win over Eastern
Illinois Saturday night.
Page 8.
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WORLD
State officials in Germany asked
the army today to allow 230
foreigners to move temporarily
into barracks to protect them
from neo-Nazis.Page 2

STATE
The banking industry is changing so rapidly that state officials
should consider modifying Kentucky laws on statewide branch
banks, the state's banking commissioner says. Page 3.

SPORTS
The chase is on and once again
coach Roy Kidd and his Eastern
Kentucky Colonels are sitting in
the Ohio Valley Conference catbird seat. Page 9.

BUSINESS
Most private analysts believe
the nation can avoid a new
recession in the next year
despite lingering weakness in
the economy, according to a
survey released today. Page 2.

UNITED NATIONS — U.N. inspectors in Baghdad today found documents apparently proving that Iraq was developing nuclear weapons, but
Iraqi soldiers prevented them from leaving with the papers, a U.N. official
said.
The incident came as the Security Council began debating whether to
endorse a U.S. offer to provide military escorts for U.N. inspectors who
are searching for weapons of mass destruction in Iraq undo* terms of the
Gulf War cease-fire.
U.N. inspectors have accused Iraq of trying to hide some of its longrange missiles and chemical weapons and thwart the search for research
and production facilities for biological and nuclear weapons.
Secretary of State James A. Baker III deplored the detention of the
U.N. team and hinted the United States would use military force to compel Saddam Hussein's government to cooperate with the inspections.
"We saw earlier the tragic consequences of failure to comply with Security Council resolutions, Baker said, referring to the U.S.-led invasion
of Iraq after Saddam refused to reverse his annexation of Kuwait. Baker
spoke at the United Nations, where President Bush was to speak later
today.
Rolf Ekeus, the head of the U.N. special commission in charge of finding and demolishing the Iraqi weapons, said: "This is a very serious situation. Our team isn't allowed to move material. There's a standoff."
Ekeus provided no other details as he entered the U.N. Security Council
chambers for consultations on Iraq's compliance with U.N. inspections.
However, David Kydd, chief spokesman of the International Atomic
Energy Agency in Vienna, Austria, said in an interview that the soldiers
were preventing his agency's team from removing the documents.
Kydd said the documents would have to be evaluated but it appeared
they confirmed for the first time that Iraq was "working on the development of a (nuclear) weapons capability." U.N. inspectors previously
found nuclear fuel that they said could have been used for warheads.
Iraq has denied its *clear research was intended to produce weapons.
Diplomatic sources at the United Nations in New York, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said the inspectors were being detained in the
Iraqi Unions Building in downtown Baghdad.
In Washington. a U.S. government source said the team still possessed
the documents but the Iraqis would not let them leave with the papers.
The inspectors planned to try to leave without permission if the Iraqis did
not back down soon, said the source, who also spoke on condition of
anonymity.
Kydd said the chief U.N. inspector. David Kay, reported that Iraqi soldiers were outside the building but .planned to move inside.
Asked about the team's saiety. Kydu said: '1 nave no inuication it
they are threatened right now, but they are not finding it easy to take
control of the documentation."
Another source in Washington said the team was communicating directly with U.N. headquarters in New York with satellite telephone equipment
that could not be intercepted or cut off by the Iraqis.
It was not known how many of the 45 U.N. nuclear inspectors now in
Iraq were being detained.
The United States offered last week to provide military escorts for U.N.
team after the Iraqis refused to allow the teams to use U.N. helicopters
for surprise inspections in Iraq.
Diplomats said earlier that Baghdad's response Sunday to U.N.
demands for unrestricted weapons searches was inadequate and that U.N.
surveillance flights backed by allied warplanes could come as early as this
week.

Calloway County Attorney Da%id Harrington (left) inspects the bicycle of Tammy Dabbs at the 4-11 Bicycle Rodeo held Saturday at the West Kentucky Lkestock and Exposition Center.

Local teachers deal with new ideas
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Tit111114 Staff Writer

Incorporating new ideas and
leaving in place the best of the old
has been one of the primary goals
of the Kentucky Education Reform
Act (KERA) of 1990.
One fundamental change deals
with the way children are grouped
into classrooms. In addition to age.
a focus will be placed on the
child's ability.
- ,
.. •
multi-age .and continuous achievement where we'll be taking children at the point they are and have
continuous improvement from the
time they begin school. The state
says there will be a test at the end
of what we've known as third
grade, but that's not in place yet,"
said Janet Ward, a first grade
teacher at Robertson Elementary.
North Calloway Elementary has
also deveioped a pilot program to
work with the different needs and
abilities of a student.

Tonight: Mostly clear. Low 45
to 50. Light northeast wind.
Tuesday: Becoming cloudy with
rain likely by afternoon. High
65 to 70. Chance of rain
increasing to 60 percent.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-7564A1R
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky
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Subscribers
receiYed their home-delisered
copy of the Alurra,v Ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:3-0
p.m. on Saturda% are urged to
call 753-1916 hetYYten 5:30
and 6 p.m. N1onday -Friday or
3:30 to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Regular office hours are
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday through
Friday. 8 arn.-noon Saturday.

guests come into school to show
both the teachers and students ne.w
ideas.
"We had Fisher Price come od:
and show them how people work
an assembly line." Ferguson salt:.
The state is also allowing dolerent schools to adjust to the nee_ts
of their students iasing
methods.
*. "It's showing us re w way
teach and involve children.
he using portfolios and mam
tion to the things in the past. We
acknowledging different c.hdrer.',.
learn in different way N." Ward
Another aim of KERA
place special education st.deri
and those with special needs
together with students of d:ffer-en:
levels so they learn to wors
learn together.
"Our children are maInstreamec
a great deal. Schools shou:d
life and that's how life
(Cont'd on page 2)

Lawmakers in Tadzhikistan
restore party boss to power
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"At North, we're working on the
subject of reading and trying to get
that into levels. We switch for
reading so each teacher has only
one level. If one group is growing,
I can make it a smaller group to
meet their needs," said Mirriam
Ferguson, a second grade teacher at
North Elementary.
Both the Murray Independent
School District and the Calloway
County Schools have begun new
programs to stimulate learning in
thc.'7
"All our staff has been trained in
Talents Unlimited where we teach
children how to think critically
rather than learn facts. We're trying to incorporate cooperative
learning like you do in the workplace. Every adult needs these
skills," Ward said.
Talents —Unlimited illustrates
planning, decision-making and
forecasting to students hoping that
they can apply these skills to a variety of situations,'
North Elementary has also had

Cory Martin gets a gopher-eye yiev, of his work (center) Saturday at the National Scouting N1useum as he
and other local Boy Scouts assist in constructing 10 picnic tables. The project also allowed Boy Stout
Matthew Falwell to receke his Eagle Scout Award on his 15th birthday. Shoney's of Murray donated
materials for the tables and sponsored a cookout for the helping scouts.

MOSCOW (AP) — The Parliament of Tadzhikistan today forced
the resignation of acting President
Kadriddin Aslonov and replaced
him with a former Communist Party boss, the Soviet news agency
Tass reported.
Lawmakers in the mostly
Muslim Central Asian republic also
declared a state of emergency to
halt attacks on statues of Lenin that
began after Aslonov issued an
order Sunday disbanding the Communist Party, the agency said.
Thousands of supporters of the
Rastokhiz Islamic Revival Party
and the Democratic Party of Tadzhikistan responded to the emergency decree by demonstrating in front
of Parliament. Tass said they
demanded that Parliament!dissolve
itself and schedule multipart!.
elections.
The restoration to power ol
Rakhman Nabiyev and the
emergency decree appeared to
mark a political resurgence by
Communist traditionalists, who

despite losses elsewhere in the
Soviet Union remain strong in the
Central Asian republics of Tadzhikistan. Uzbekistan, Kirgizia and
TurIcrnenia.
In other developments in the
Soviet Union today:
•Russian Federation President Boris Yeltsin began mediating talk;
between Armenians and their ethnic rivals, the Azerbaijanis. Attending the talks were delegates from
the area at the heart of the feud :—
Nagorno-Karabakh — an Armenian
enclave inside Azerbaijan. The
peace mission came two days after
Armenians voted overwhelmingly
in favor of independence from the
Soviet Union.
On Georgia, armed opponents of
President Zviad Gamsakhurdia
were holed up today irt the southern republic's broadcasting studios."
demanding air time. Gamsakhurdia
met • Sunday with a parliamentary
opposition leader to try. to end the
standoff, but no agreement was
reached.

Gunman threatened to 'start shooting babies,' hostages recall
A gunman angry because his"
SAL.I. LAKE CITY (AP)
wife couldn't have more children threatned to "start shooting babies" in a maternity ward unless the doctor who sterilized her was brought in, witnesses said.
A nurse was killed in the I8-hour standoff, during which
the gunman took nine hostages — including a baby borridurand threatened to blow up the hospital.
ing the ordeal
Some of the hostages hugged their despondent captor just
before he -surrendered to police late Saturday.
"At the end, we just didn't think he was going to hurt us
anymore,— said nurse Margie Wyler, who delivered a bahy. in
a booby-trapped office during the siege and was credited with
persuading Richard L. Worthington to surrender.
Wy ler said Worthington became despondent after talking to
one of his children near the end and asked her to cut oft his
finger and take it to his wife.
. "I said. '1 don't know if I can cut that finger off,' and he
said. 'Oh hell. let's Just get out of here,'" she said in a telephone inter% ICA Sunday.

Worthington, 39, is scheduled to be arraigned today on
charges of aggravated murder, possession of explosives and
eight counts of aggravated kidnapping.
He was being held in the psychiatric unit of the county jail
after trying to COMITlit suicide late Sunday. by throwing himself off a table, said.sherifcs Lt. Roger Taylor. He suffered a
cut on his 'head.
Just after midnight on Saturday. Worthington stormed the
Women's Health Center at Alta View Hospital in Sandy, 15
miles south of Salt Lake City.. police said. He intended to kill
Dr. Glade Curtis. an obstetrician who performed a tubal ligation on his wife, Karen, two sears ago. police said. Curtis
escaped.
The couple have eight children and two others died shortly
after birth. Alice Whitmore, a lank friend. said Mrs. Worthington had several difficult pregnancies.
Another neighbor, Karen Kadle.11/4 . said Worthington orke.
told her his wife had disobeyed hi. ailthortt‘ as lannly patriarch by having the surgerY.

At one pooh. Wortfuhgton held a gun to the bell
an Downe.A. 22, who was in labor, and ordered Inc, ns
father, Adam Cisneros. to brave police snipers and retrieve
package hidden in bushes outside the hospital. witnesses sa,d.
Cisneros did it, the package turned out to he an 1S-polind
dynamite bomb that federal agents said had enough power to
level half a block. Worthington also carried a .35,7-eaiber
handgun and a shotgun. authorities said.
Wxler, 37, a nurse with 17 years experience and 12 ,Thiliren of her own, helped Downey give birth to a daughter. C.w.I. Wyler said Downey had been read to Jeh‘er since :oc
ordeal began, hut held off for 3 : hour..
"She -thought the child was safer inside ol
\‘'‘'er
said.
Belore taking over Downey's birthing room. horiton
led nurses Karla Roth and Susan Woollc o.sc AL...or;itng
to Wy ler, Worthington shot and killed kotr.
sne trtcd
to wrest the gun away
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Most analysts say new recession avoidable
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most
private analysts believe the nation
can avoid a new recession in the
next year despite lingering weakness in the economy, according to
a survey released today.
When asked if they thought
there was a better than 50-50
chance of slipping back into recession, 89 percent gave a resounding
no. the National Association of
Business Economists said in a
summary.
Seventy-nine percent of the 56
business forecasters surveyed said
the recession ended in the AprilJune quarter, up from 60 percent in
a May survey. Nine percent believe
it continued into the quarter that
will end Sept. 30.

The survey, prepared for the
association's annual meeting in Los
Angeles, was taken in late August
— about the time the Federal
Reserve was making its latest
nationwide survey of economic
conditions.
The Fed found the recovery to be
uneven, both geographically and by
economic sector. It said there was
"little sign of a sizable rebound in
consumer spending," which represents two-thirds of the nation's
economic activity and is needed to
keep the economy growing.
The forecasters were unanimous
in their belief that the recovery
would be "abnormally slow," with
the median projection suggesting
economic growth at an annual rate

of just 2.5 percent in this quarter,
Darman said consumer confi2.8 percent in the fourth quarter dence as the missing clement
and 2.6 percent during 1992.
needed for a strong rebound from
The median means that half the the recession.
economists believe the economy
"There's a problem with personwill grow faster and half slower. al
spending," he said. "The conThe Bush administration projects sumer is not yet
really in this
economic growth over the next recovery, and we need the
conumfour quarters at a 2.5 percent to 3 er to have more confidence
anorget
percent rate, well below the aver- in.
age 6 percent growth in the 12
In the survey, the forecasters
months following other post-World
four causes for the sluggishcited
War II recessions.
ness: restrictive monetary policy,
Administration budget director
consumer debt, restrictive fedRichard G. Darman said in a televi- high
government
eral
policy and restricsion interview Sunday that statistics on industrial production, hous- tive state and local policies.
ing starts and other economic indi"The projected recovery in 1992
cators suggest the economy may will be driven by domestic
have turned up in May.
demand.** the summary said.

Local teachers...
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-Q Ribs, Pond Raised, Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food Bar- Salad
Bar, Dessert Bar - Includes Drink
This Week's Special
Large Bar-B-0 & Fries

$2.79

1-4-5

Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food
Chestnut St.
Murray

753-0045

(Cont'd from page 1)
they go outside into life and contribute as citizens," Ward said.
"We are mainstreaming more. I
think it's better for the student

Two Murray men
arrested for theft
Two Murray State University
students were arrested for shoplifting Friday, according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Mathew R. Hall, 19, of Hart
Hall, and Timothy E. Bland, 21, of
Dahlgren. Va., were arrested
around 6:10 p.m. and charged with
theft by unlawful taking under
$100, a misdemeanor, after they
allegedly left Wal-Mart without
paying for video tapes, according
to reports.
The suspects were lodged in the
Calloway County Jail, police said,

because they wora leave to go to a
/certain room. We have five reading
teachers. Even though this fifth
teacher is a special education
teacher, she is a reading teacher
when she has reading. She has
some that aren't special eduation
students," Ferguson said.
Both Ward and Ferguson have
received special training in anticipation of adjusting to the changes.
"At North, we had a primary
committee that deals with what our
primary school will look like in the
_future. We've got to figure out how
we'll have a mixed-age ability
group, how we'll have parents
involved and how we'll assess the
students," Ferguson said.
"I've traveled to workshops and
we're working with teachers to see
hovi they feel about the changes
and to make the transition
smoother. We don't want to throw
out all the good things we've done
in the past," Ward said.

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship %1eekly & Save money
th%

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor.
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?

Back Pain
Neck Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

J Headaches
j Arthritis
j Bursitis
j Hip Pain

J Painful Joints
J Shoulder Pain
Arm/Leg Pain
J Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:
FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.

UPS

s p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
641 N.
Olmpic Plaza
753-2.3S0

The extremists have been attacking homes for refugees and foreign laborers in this town in former East German), for nearly a week Police said more
than 32 young people were detained Sunday night

YUGOSLAVIA
ZAGREB — A truce between the Yugoslav army and Croatian forces
appeared to be holding today, with only scattered clashes reported in the
war-ravaged republic. "I think we have gotten over the worst," Croatia's

President Franjo Tudjman said late Sunday, the Yugoslav news agency
Tanjug reported. The cease-fire agreement signed by Tudjman and federal
Defense Minister Veljko Kadijevic officially began at 3 p.m. Sunday, but
reports of isolated fighting continued to come in today. At least five previous
cease-fires in Croatia, which declared its independence June 25, have failed

Gc

to end the fighting that has claimed more than 500 lives. There was speculation both sides might be using the truce to rearm and reorganize after several days of intense combat.
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TURKEY
ANKARA — Ground troops in the U.S.-led force based in Turkey to protect
air and ground force in southeastern Turkey was to expire Sept. 30, but the
government announced Saturday that it was being extended 90 days. That
announcement said the force's components would be changed but did not
give any details. U.S. military officials had hinted earlier that the remaining
ground units would be removed, saying aircraft were a stronger deterrence

to Iraqi assaults on the Kurdish areas across the border in northern Iraq

U.S.S.R./CUBA
Moscow— A Soviet diplomat met with Cuban officials in Havana over the
weekend to prepare for a staged withdrawal of Soviet troops from
the island,
the official Tass news agency said today. The talks between Deputy Foreign
Minister Valery Nikolayenko and Alzibiades Hidalgo, the Cuban first deputy
foreign

minister, followed a pledge earlier this month by Soviet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev to start negotiations toward pulling out a training
brigade of 11,000 soldiers. Nikolayenko told the Cubans the Soviet action
should be viewed as part of the worldwide "transition from confrontation
to
cooperation," the Tass report said. A pullout Soviet pullout from Cuba would
remove a sore point in Moscow's relations with Washington, whose
econom•
ic aid Gorbachev has been actively courting. Cuba has objected to
the proposed withdrawal of Soviet troops, saying it was not consulted before Gorbachev made his announcement Sept. 11.
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SOUTH AFRICA
PRETORIA — South Africa and Mozambique are making plans to create a
huge game reserve straddling their border, a newspaper
reported Sunday.
The Sunday Times said a preliminary plan calls for merging
South Africa's
8,000-square-mile Kruger Park in the country's northeast corner
with a
2,000-square-mile tract in Mozambique. Relations between the long -hostile
-neighbois have improved in recent years, and talks on the proposed
park
are planned for this week in Pretoria, South Africa's capital, the newspaper
reported. Southwest Mozambique was once home to huge herds of elephant
and other wildlife, but a 14-year-old civil war fias led to widespread poaching and left the impoverished country without resources for conservation
efforts. Mozambique is also desperate for foreign currency and seeks to
MEXICO/UM
MEXICO CITY — Mexico issued a veiled warning
that it will more
strictly enforce laws along its border with the UnitedSunday
States, where it claims
U.S. agents have crossed illegally and assaulted Mexican agents. The Interior Department ordered Mexican border agents on Sunday to arrest any
"foreign" police officers who commit a "violent act" in Mexican territory. The
statement comes in the wake of a Sept. 14 incident in which U.S. border
agents from San Ysidro, Calif., allegedly pursued a man into Mexican territory Sept. 14, arrested him and took him back to the United States. Mexico
called the incident a "violation of our territorial sovereignty," noting that U.S.
law enforcement agents cannot officially cross the border without its
permission.

MPD investigating
burglary incident

Today's Doctor ofChiropractic must complete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C. in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college/ I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award, and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster, Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. CLay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams,President of Life University. And-I have visited
number of other chiropractic clinics to study their
methods and procedures.
Additionally, I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago to stay
current on the latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
You didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what, you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms mo,st commonly trea'ted
by chiropractors are:
J
J
J
J

GERMANY
HOYERSWERDA — State officials asked the army today to allow 230 foreigners to move temporarily into barracks to protect them from neo-Nazis

promote tourism.
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Iraqi Kurds will be withdrawn, but allied warplanes will stay at least three
more months, the Foreign Ministry said today. The agreement on basing the

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

News of the World

The Murray Police Department
is investigating a burglary at A & F
Warehousing, according to a
report.
Valerie Hancock, of Olive
Street, told police that someone cut
the lock off her storage shed she
was renting at the business, police
said.
Time of the incident is unknown,
police said. Nothing was reported
stolen but some items in the shed
were reported damaged.
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Saturday's winning numbers
selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 3-7-6 (three,
seven, six) Lotto:
2-17-22-35-46-48 (two, seventeen, twenty-two, thirty-five,
forty-six, forty-eight): Sunday's
winning numbers: Pick 3:
5-7-0 (five, seven, zero)
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HOW WE'RE MAKING SURE
KENTUCKY'S KIDS NO LONGER HAVE
TO TAKE A BACK SEAL
urrently, Kentucky's kids rank well
below the national average in math.
Our nation's average 13-year-old
fares even worse —being surpassed by
those in Ireland, the UK, Spain,
Canada, Korea and Japan.
Fortunately, the wheels of
reform are beginning to turn.
Thanks to the Kentucky Education
Reform Act (KERA), money has been
allocated, programs put in place. Schools
all across the state are gearing

C

Sri

up to meet this enormous challenge.
There's even a -school bus that will travel
the state as a mobile exhibit.
But to make any real headway,
we need you to get on. board.
Because this is a bus that needs
lore than one driver—
TO bring the mobile
exhibit to your area, or ,to find out
hov‘ you can get kuvolved in supporting
education refon
call:
1-800-928-2111.
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759-1116
Dr. Dennis L. Heskett
Chiropractor
`‘.r
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
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Former state official boosted by administration
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
former state official who was convicted of a felony received a boost
from the Wilkinson administration
that helped him gain admission to a
study program in Japan, a newspaper reported today.
John Kelly, a former chief aide
to Finance Secretary Rogers Wells,
was accepted largely because of an
endorsement from the state Economic Development Cabinet, The
Courier-Journal reported.

Kelly became the first Kentucky
businessman to land a spot in the
two-week study program, which is
sponsored and paid for by the
Japan External Trade Organization,
a government agency known as
JETRQ.
The endorsement came while the
Wilkinson administration was publicly distancing itself from Kelly,
who was charged in 1989 with
complicity to commit theft, the
newspaper said. The case was con-

nected with several controversial
airplane trips made by former Agriculture Commissioner Ward
"Butch" Bumette in the month
before he took office in January
1988.
The Economic Development
Cabinet's endorsement also came
when Kelly was forming an international trading company.
After Kelly was indicted, he took'
a leave of absence from his
Finance Cabinet job. He resigned
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after his May 1990 conviction,
which he is appealing. He was
fined $2,000 but not sentenced to
prison.
Officials of the Economic Development Cabinet and JETRO disagreed about the extent of the
cabinet's efforts to endorse Kelly's
application, the newspaper
reported.
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Kelly, 28, could not be reached
for comment.

Gorman campaigns in Murray
Chris Gorman, Democratic nominee for attorney general for Kentucky, was in Murray Sept. 19 on a
campaign visit to western
Kentucky.
Gorman was escorted throughout
the county by County Attorney David
Harrington.
Gorman has campaigned on the
issues of campaign finance reform,
the environment, and protection of
victims of domestic violence crimes.
He stressed his commitment to "open
the doors" of the Attorney General's
office to Kentuckians.
Former Lt. Governor and Attorney

General Steve Beshear is Mr. Gorman's statewide campaign chairman.
"Chris Gorman has a proven record of
fighting crime. His position as county
commissioner has gained him are
experience as an effective administrator and leader. A good Attorney
General must be able to control and
administer the laws that are sei for the
good of the people. Chris Gorman is
the man that can do that."
Gorman has received the endorsements of the Fraternal Order ofPolice,
the AFL-CIO, and most recently the
Kentucky Education Association.

A native of Frankton, Gorman
received his undergraduate and law
degrees from the University of Kentucky. He has served as a practicing
attorney for twenty-two (22),,: years,
serving fifteen (15) years as an Assistant County Attorney in Jefferson
County. He has served as a prosecutor
in the County Attorney's Office, and
was the Director of the Civil Division
for five years. In 1986, he was elected
as Jefferson County Commissioner.
Mr. Gorman is married to the
former Vicki Beekman of Paducah,
and they have two sons,Tyson, 19 and
Jay, 16.

Banking commissioner
suggests modifications
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
banking industry is changing so
rapidly that state officials should
consider modifying Kentucky laws
on statewide branch banks, the
state's banking commissioner says.
However, "It would not be in
Kentucky's interest to act before
we see what happens in Congress,"
where lawmakers are working on
changing the banking industry, said
Edward B. Hatchett Jr., commissioner of the Department of Financial Institutions.
Hatchett's office filed a lawsuit
in U.S. District Court in Louisville
this week dealing with federally
chartered banks crossing county
lines.
If the state loses the suit, next
year's General Assembly may have
to amend state law to put statechartered banks on equal footing,
he said, adding that could help
keep state banks from switching to
federal charters.
In July the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency granted
permission for Kentucky National
Bank of Marion County to move its
main office to Bardstown in adjacent Nelson County and for Kentucky National Bank of Pendleton
County, in Northern Kentucky, to
move its main office to Cold
Spring in adjacent Campbell
County.
Current state law does not allow
branch banking across county lines,
except through acquisition of banks
that can then be converted to
branches.
Kentucky's banking laws have
followed a disciplined, measured
path, Hatchett said, and the next
logical step would be to allow

Republicans plan
meeting Thursday
A meeting for Kentuckians interested in electing Larry Hopkins for
governor of Kentucky will be held
Thursday, Sept. 26, at 7 p.m. at the
Curris Center on the Murray State
University campus, according to
Calloway County Republican
Chairman Bill Fandrich.
For further information, call
753-3193 or 759-1837.

branch banking in adjacent
counties.
But, Hatchett claims the comptroller violated state banking laws
by allowing both banks to retain
branch offices in the counties from
which they. were moving. He wants
the existing branches closed.
The Kentucky Bankers Association and Wilson & Muir Bank &
Trust Co. in Bardstown joined the
state in the suit, which was
assigned to Judge Charles M.
Allen.
National banks are allowed to
move their headquarters within a
30-mile radius, and "the state
didn't challenge that," Hatchett
said.
"Our position is that you pay for
the chance to pull up your roots in
one county to start up in another,"
he said.
Frank Vance, public affairs specialist for the comptroller's office,
said the agency would not comment on the suit because officials
have not seen it yet.
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The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and New
Year's Day by Murray Newspapers Inc., 1001
Whimell Dr., Murray, Ky. 42071. Second Class
Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
• • • •
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas already
served by carnal: $5.00 per month,payable in
advance. By mail in Calloway Co. and to Benton. Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,
Ky., and to Paris. Buchanan and Puryear,
Tenn.: $57.00 per year. By mail to other destinations: $64.50 per year.
• • • •
To reach all deparunenu of the newspaper.
phone 753-1916.
• • • •
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of
the Associated Press. Kentucky Press Association and Southern Newspapers Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled
to news originated by The Murray Ledger &
Times.
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Letters to the Editor
Impressed with Republican slate
Dear Editor:
After attending a meeting where I was fortunate to hear each candidate
that :s on the Republican ticket in the Nov. election. I must say I've never
seen a slate of candidates I can whole heartally support until this election
coming up in November.
These candidates on the Republican ticket are pro American all the
way. They are for the people in Kentucky, and I certainly agreee with the
political viewpoints they presented at the Republican Rally I attended.
Vannetta Bullard
Rt. 2 Murray

Capitol Ideas

What's a legislator worth?
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
An Associated Press News Analysis

FRANKFORT, _Ky. — What's a legislator worth?
Is Joe Clarke. the veteran chairman of the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee. worth $27,832.74? Is Woody Allen, a Republican
from Morgantown and a House member since 1974, worth 541,597.93?
Is any legislator worth 532,884.60, the average paid in 1990 to the 115
people who are still members of the General Assembly?
The issue is seldom raised in Kentucky. There is no easy way to track
what legislators receive in compensation and even less way to control it.
According to Legislative Research Commission records compiled for
The Associated Press, 115 legislators received a total of $3,781,729.96
from the state treasury in 1990.
Those payments were for salary. statutory monthly expense allowances,
travel back and forth from the Capitol to their homes. out-of-state travel
and even the S50 they get for stationery before each legislative session.
Rank-and-file legislators receive 5100 per day for each day they attend
a legislative meeting or an approval conference. The daily salary is
slightly higher for the elected leaders of the House and Senate.
Expense allowances of $75 for each day the legislature is in session are
set in statute as are the monthly expense allotments of $950 when not in
session.
Thus, most legislators start out about even as far as their compensation
goes. But the range of individual payments during 1990 went from
527,235 to 543,969.
The difference is largely accounted for by travel and the number of
out-of-session meetings a lawmaker attends. And there is little control
over that.
While Clarke received 5900 for attending committee or other meetings
once the session ended in mid-April. Allen was paid $7,700 for attending
meetings.
But Clarke is a member of only one committee. Allen is a member of
three standing committees and four special panels.
In addition, Allen took three out-of-state trips, including one five-day
visit to the.Lottery Expo International Conference in Hilton Head. S.C.
Allen, incidentally, voted against the constitutional amendment that
allowed creation of the Kentucky Lottery.
Permission for extraordinary travel is obtained by lawmakers from their
respective chamber leaders — the House speaker or Senate president pro
tern. Those leaders, in turn, depend on the goodwill of individual members to retain their leadership posts.
Clarke, a Democrat. is a farmer in Danville. Allen is a farmer.
Alien and Clarke are examples of some of the extremes of legislative
compensation.
Senate President Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose said they also represent
two other extremes.
While Rose acknowledged that some people believe legislators spend
too much time in Frankfort, he said there is also a difficulty in finding
enough legislators to attend the meetings of the growing number of committees that are formed. And those additional committees. Rose insisted.
arc created to meet demands from the public.
'I don't know anyone that's actually pursuing a career in something
else that's benefiting financially from being a legislator.** Rose said.
Certainly, there are examples to back that up.
While many lawyers — a profession that is well represented in the
General Assembly — can juggle schedules around legislative meetings.
others complain that such meetings can decimate their practices.
And there are cases like Sen. Nick Kafoglis, a Bowling Green Democrat. who must aFandon his medical practice to attend to his legislative
duties
But there are also individuals whose livelihood is being a member of
the General Assembly.
The question becomes, should lawmakers be Paid through a system that
rewards attendance at cotnmittee meetings. a system that could seem to
promote the number of meetings?
The alternative might be some sort of straight annual salary. But then
the question would arise about rewarding legislators who spend more time
a: their tasks.
The reality, though, is that the questions will remain unanswered and
largely. unasked by lawmakers who don't like to talk about the topic.

World editorial roundup
The Oregonian, Portland, Orr.:
Sept.
What kind of example is slugger Mike Tyson?
Not a very good one, but then we knew that before an Indianapolis
grand jury indicted the former heavyweight champion ... on charges of
raping an 18-year-old Miss Black America pageant contestant. •
Anybody who reads a newspaper has been aware for years that this
bruiser is no Boy Scout. He allegedly fondled two women in a New York
nightclub. one of the women winning a judgment against Tyson last year.
His former wife accused him of wife beating. ...
(The) indictment suggest his problems may be even worse. Yet, despite
the claims of certain women's groups and anti-crime outfits, the indictment should have no bearing on Tyson's Nov. 8 title fight with Evander
Ho]vfleld.
Those self-proclaimed guardians of the public are sucker-punching the
boxer in denouncing him for going ahead with the fight.
The not;on that proceeding with the fight sends a message that
OK to rape women' and "you can abuse a female and be able to ge.'
away with it" is absurd. Yet that's just what Lisa Sliwa, a leader of th
Guardian Angels, said in New York City
and it echoes the claims o'
women's groups that Tyson is seen as a great American hero.
He's not. But he's also not a convicted rapist with no right to punch n.
living.
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Senator Blowhard, Governor Blowsoft
WASHINGTON — Paul Tsongas, the Massachusetts has-been.
no longer is the only announced
Democratic candidate for president.
He has acquired company on the
campaign trail. Let us have a flourish of kazoos for Sen. Thomas
Richard Harkin of Iowa and Gov.
Lawrence Douglas Wilder of Virginia. We ink-stained wretches of the
press will have a little fun after all.
The senator from Iowa, to put
the matter gently, is a blowhard of
the old school. He rants, he raves,
he storms, he bellows. In the University of Politics he majored in
demagoguery. He took his minor in
horsefeathers. On the stump he
sheds his coat; he rolls up his
sleeves; he sweats in his armpits,
and he is every inch a man of the
peepul.
The governor, by contrast, is a
soft-spoken fellow. He too is full
of hot air, but he is no more
inflated than other candidates for
the Oval Office. In his announcement speech on Sept. 14, Wilder
proposed to cut the federal budget
by "tens of billions." He would do
this by "eliminating Waste" and
"establishing priorities." That's
what they all say.
Welcome, gentlemen! Brother
Harkin will campaign as a classic,
unreconstructed, born-again Democratic liberal. In the 1989 congressional ratings, the AFL-CIO gave
the senator a perfect 100. The
American Security Council gave
him a perfect zero. The gentleman

FFA

In 1988 -they were tabbed the
Seven Dwarfs, a fair-packaging
label that defamed Sleepy, Grum1
py, Dopey and Doc. The 1992 field
seems likely to be as unimpressive,
now that the party's heavy' hitters
have turned in their bats.
Other entries are in prospect. If
Gov. Bill Clintin of Arkansas joins
the parade, he will add a voice of
common sense and moderation.
Mr. Dooley remarked a century
Gov. Ann Richards of Texas could
ago, the Dimmycratic Party ain't
add some salt and pepper. Califoron speakin' terms with itsilf.
nia's former Gov. Jerry Brown
Wilder has other problems. His
would be good for a few laughs.
approval rating with Virginia votThe rumor-makers are pushing
ers has plummeted in recent
the name of Sen. J. Robert Kerrey
months. If he winds up on the
of Nebraska. The senator has
Democratic ticket for 1992, he
excellent credentials. He served
probably' would lose his own state.
with great valor in Vietnam, winWilder's plan is to campaign part
ning the Medal of Honor for bravtime and continue as governor full
ery; he served four years (1983-87)
time, a neat trick that Virginias
as governor of Nebraska, and he is
may not fully appreciate.
what is known in the boondocks as
Inc governor has no experience
a handsome claw& As governor he
in foreign affairs. Neither does the
enjoyed a well-publicized affair
senator, for that matter,- although-- with actress Debra Winger. The
he serves on a couple of subcomvoters of Nebraska, combining
mittees with foreign interests. loose morals with a tight fist, did
Neither has experienced the gruelnot greatly object to the lady's
ing pressures of a national camsharing the governor's bed. They
paign. These pressures matter. Wilobjected to her sharing the goverder got himself in trouble a few
nor's car.
weeks ago by wondering publicly
Welcome, I say again. Welcome
if Judge Clarence Thomas owed
one and all. Complacency' could
fealty to "the pope." Harkin has a
defeat George Bush in 1992; a
hot temper. The press dearly loves
worsening economy could make
a pop-off.
things tough for him. but Tsongas,
In 1984 the Democratic hopefuls
Harkin, Wilder & Co. haven't the
were known as the Sominex Six. stuff from which presidents are
This was unfair to the sleeping pill.
made.

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
Syndicated

columnist

scored 14 with the American Conservative Union. putting him at the
bottom of the class with Joe Biden
of Delaware. Americans for Democratic Action gave him a plump 96.
in an elite cluster with Howard
Obnoxious of Ohio.
Harkin is running primarily
against George Herbert Walker
Bush and J. Danforth Quayle. He
puts a nasty little spin on their
names. It seems a little unfair that
"J. Danforth Quayle" sounds like
W.C. Fields and "L. Douglas Wilder.. sounds like corporation
counsel, but who ever said life is
fair?
We may confidently expect 14
months of Bush-bashing from both_
of these worthies. Harkin „has a
problem in running against Congress, since he's part of it, but Wilder has a problem also. Speaking to
a lunch-hour throng of state
employees, Wilder attack "the party inside Washington" for "making
deals with higher regressive taxes
and wasteful spending." But the
party inside Washington is the governor's own party. As the fictional
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Coca-Cola's taboo a strange one, baby
According to a Wall Street Journal report, some Coca-Cola executives are careful to avoid making
the sound "uh-huh" while talking
to each other.
That's because of the fierce
advertising campaign between Diet
Coke and Diet Pepsi.
At the moment. the Diet Pepsi
commercials appear to be having a
greater impact on the hearts and
minds and stomachs of the American public.
And the phrase "uh-huh" is part
of the reason for this success. As
any TV viewer knows. the Diet
Pepsi commercial stars Ray Charles merrily singing: "You got the
right one baby. oh-huh." while a
bevy of foxy' beauties wiggle and'
join in on the "uh-huh."
The story didn't explain whether
a Coke executive who is heard saying "uh-huh" might he considered
disloyal or subversive. Or if they
ore forcing themselves to usubstitute phrases. such as "yep.- you
betcha." or "I reckon."
But it says that Ray Charles'
spirited rendition of "You got the
right one baby. uh-huh" has been
so successful that Diet Coke is now
planning to unleash a whole new
advertising campaign in an effort to
persuade consumers that Ray Charles and his "uh-huh' are wrong ---it is absolutely not the. nght one
- So the creative 'minds at big-time
ad agencieshave been sweating out
slogans to counterattack Ray Charles. and his memorable "uh-huh.What these slogans are hasn't
been revealed But finding the most
potent catch -phrase has become
one of
top corporate priorities

happy new generation.
I was just sitting there in my
kitchen with a glas); of pop. And
the only sound I heard was the
"clunk" of my automatic ice cube
maker.
If Coke is smart, it won't foist
any' exaggerated claims on us. It
should consider using the format of
the greatest TV advertising campaigns in the history of that
at Coca-Cola.
medium.
possibly claim to he the right one.
' This shows that there is far more
I'm talking about the ads that
While I respect Ray Charles as a
to selling diet pop than adding musician and admire the beauty
used to run late at night for gadgets
some flavoring to fizz water and and energy of the young ladies who
that chopped up vegetables, knises
telling people that it tastes good joyfully cry' out "uh-huh," I believe
that could hack through steel bars.
and it won't make your belly that it's presumptuous of them to
and a thing with a whirling needle
bigger.
tell millions of Americans what the
that you poked into,'an egg so it
And I can understand why Diet right one is. uh-huh.
would he scrambled when soi,
And based on my own tests. I cracked the shell.
Coke's executives might resent the
claim made by Ray Charles that have found their message rather
No singing. No dancing girls. No
Diet Pepsi is the right one, oh-huh. misleading.
big Hollywood production. The
I recently bought a few cans of
Who is to say what the right one
man in the commercial would
is? There arc mans, pepolc who Diet Pep',:. took them home. sat simply chop up a stalk of celay.
think that Dr. Pepper is the right down at the kitchen table. poured slice a tomato, peel a potato, and
one Some traditionalists might myself a glass. took a long sip and exclaim. "Isn't that .amaiing7"
preler whipping up their own Imo-, waited to see what happened.
So why not just have some
wade and will insist that is the right
Not
happened. No burst of ordinary person sitting at his kitclione. Some of my friends scot f at music, no beautiful women in tight en table drinking a Diet 'Coke and
the idea that any drink that doesn't dresses singing "oh-huh." no fes- saying: "We can't promise that if
make you led miserable and tive mood sweeping over me. no you drink this, you will suddenly
bleary-eyed the next morning could sense that I am part of a furiously
he transported to a wild 'moist&
party. We won't tell you that )our
dreams will he fulfilled and that
you will find happiness. But you
can drink 100 cans (il this quit Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
every day and maybe you will burp
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
but we .p.rarriise
print letters on a variely-Di.A4C4c-pkwided Abey.gimply wItlu
won't gain anounce. And it has no
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed hy the writer, with the
sugar, so your teeth won't fall out
writer's addess and telephone number included in case verification is
And it won't make you the least bit
The
published).
Murray
Ledwill
not
numbers
be
(telephone
necessary
drunk. Isn't_ that amaiinrger & .Tirnec reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
I don't know' if it would be the
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
right
one, babv. but it would he thc
4207!
Murray.
KY
104(1.
& Times. P.O. Box
truthful one. uh-huh.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
FFA award

Bluestone algae control
treatment can kill fish

- the
iging
rumfield

Using bluestone (copper sulfate)
to control algae in ponds may
cause a fish kill, if the concentration is too great, according to an
Extension aquaculture specialist.
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NURSERYI)FIRATIONS
David Potts, Calloway County FFA, is congratulated by Eric Jones,
representing MSD AG VET Division of Merck & Co., Inc., after winning the State FFA Nursery Operations contest. Potts, a 1990 CCHS
graduate, has been named one of four national finalists in the contest.

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK AUCTION
Cattle 312 calves 2 compared to last week. Slaughter steers and heifers
untested. Cows 1-2 higher. Bulls steady an4 vealers untested. Feeder
steers and heifers 1-3 higher on weights mostly over 400 lb. with
improved quality noted.
Slaughter cows: breaking utility and commercial 2-4 45-50, cutter and
•
boning utility 1-3 44-52, cutter 1-2 41-45.
Slaughter bull: yield grade 1-2 1075 lb. indicating 77 carcass boning
percent 54. Feeders: steers: medium and large No. 1 250-300 lb. 127-147,
300-400 lb. 90-115, 400-500 lb. 92-100, 500-600 lb. 82-89, 600-700 lb.
80-84, 775-850 lb. 72-81.50, 850-930 lb. 63-72, medium No. 2 300-500
lb. 81-83, large No. 2 245-445 lb. 81-81.50, small No. 1 300-400 lb.
75-80, 400-500 lb. 76-92, 500-600 lb. 71-84, 600-700 lb. 79-81.
Heifers: medium and large No. 1 270 lb. 101, 300-400 lb. 83-106,
400-500 lb. 79-86, 500-600 lb. 80, 700-800 lb. 62-73, Medium No. 2
300-500 lb. 83-89, large No. 2 660-1b. 62, small No. 1 300-500-1b. 70-747
500-600 lb. 65-81.75 including 10 head at 81.75.
Stock cow and calf: small No. 1 630 with 290 lb. Calf at side. Stock
cows: medium No. 1 530-573, small No. 1 400-460, with 4-6 year and 7-8
month bred. Stock bull: medium and large No. 1 1185-1390 lb. 55-60.

NCA fighting poor beef sales
by going beyond promotions

tow

By JENNIFER DIXON
Associated Prase Form Writes
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WASHINGTON — The National
Cattlemen's Association is going
beyond promoting beef as 'real
food for real people" as it fights
depressed livestock prices and
lackluster sales.
The association has taken its
case for beef to grocers, exporters,
fast-food giants and the national
school lunch program, touting low
prices and good supplies.
It also is fighting legislation that
it claims would bring in for slaughter an additional 360,000 dairy
cows to an already glutted beef
market, and is pushing for changes
in the way the government reports
the market.
"With fed-cattle prices falling,
weights rising and sales volume
lackluster at best, the end of July
and early August looked dismal for
the beef industry," said this
month's edition of the association's
National Cattlemen magazine.
"Feedlot operators were estimated to be losing $10-$15 per
hundred pounds ... Noting these
circumstances, the National Cattlemen's Association swung Into
action to encourage movement of
beef supplies. ... Seldom has the
need to look out for cattlemen's
pocketbooks been more clear."
Market analysts say feedlot operators are losing about $100 a head
as cattle prices hover at $67-$68
per hundred pounds. The market
! began slipping this spring and hit
$63 per hundred pounds before
prices began inching upward.
The Agriculture Department
reported Wednesday that cattle and
calves on feed for slaughter totaled
7.01 million head on Sept. I, up
slightly from a year ago and 6 percent above Sept. 1, 1989. It is the
largest September number on feed
since 1987, USDA said.
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Coupon clippers
trim $3 billion
off grocery bills
()uWASIIIN6 ION tAl'i
pon clippers trimmed S3 billion oil
their supermarket bilk in 1989.
according to Etta Mae Wembrook.
lamily economics specialist %MI
the Agricultural Extension Service
at the University ot lennessee
She said most coupon-users Cie
between the ages ot 31 and 15. ,iiht
earned more than 525310i) annual
ly. More women then men use t.
pons. About 82 percent o! 3%onien
use coupons. compaicd 1&111!SO
percent of men.

Chuck Lambert, director of, economics for the association, said he
believes efforts to move the surplus
eattfeltitiiigh the -pipeline may be
paying off, and in "three weeks to
a month, most of these supply
problems should be behind us for
the rest of 1991."
"The indications are that (retail)
prices have declined and we are
seeing increased movement of product through the marketing system," he said.
As a result, producer prices
could start climbing. but Lambert
said he does not expect they will
reach last spring's peak prices of
$80-$82 per hundred pounds.

Alkalinity or
Water

READ,THEN
RECYCLE

Hluestone per a(re
root Or *liter

LESS THAN 20
20
SO
100
150
200
ABOVE 200

NO

1 1

1')'•

September and Early October
Is Time To Plant Canola

"Bluestone is effective in concs
trolling algae, but can kill fish if
EFFECTIV ENE Vi
IS GREATLY RE DLCE
the alkalinity of the water is under
50 parts per million and label
Wurts said that certain fish.
recommendations arc followed," Including carp, grass carp, goldfish
said Bill Wurts, aquaculture spe- 'and trout may be more sensitive to
cialist with Kentucky State bhtestone and that it probably-University.
should not be used for algae control in waters stocked with any of
Wurts explained that standard these fish.
agricultural recommendations for
He said that the pond is heavily
controlling algae using bluestone
overgrown
with algae, a complete
frequently do not take into account
treatment
is
not advised, since ki11 the alkalinity of the water or
ing all the algae at once will cause
whether fish are present.
it to decompse rapidly, using much
He said that if the alkalinity is of the pond's oxygen in the probelow_20_.parts,per_million, bluec- cess. And that also may lead_ to.lisia
tonëshoüldnöL be used at alI. 11 it kilt
"Treat only a third of the pond at
is above 20 parts per million bluesa time, if it is heavily infested with
tone can be used, provided that its
algae. The remainder can be treated
concentration is not great.
at two week intervals," he said.
For more information on conWurts 'd the following table
can be
to determine how trolling algae in farm ponds. conmuch blues one can be. used with- tact your county Extension agent
out fish kill:
for agriculture.

Hutson Ag Service
has two new varieties
'Corvette 'Capricorn
Contact Your Local Hutson Ag Service

498-8142
Hazel

753-1933
Murray

437-4102
Hardin

Homeowners: expect some
landscape plant diseases
Homeowners can expect more extent.
It causes severe branch dieback,
problems with some landscape
plant 'diseases that are especially leading to a gradual decline in tree
troublesome -and are showing up health, he- said. Symptoms are
with increasing frequency, accord- browned branch tips scattered over
ing to a plant pathologist at the the tree or concentrated in one
University of Kentucky.
area.- Affected -branches exude
"We're seeing more symptoms copious amounts of resin, seen as
of pine tip blight, oak bacterial leaf -white splotches. Killed shoot tips
scorch and black root rot because often have stunted, dead needles
weather conditions have been con- with very small, black fungal fruitductive to infections and express- ing bodies (signs of the pathogen)
ion of symptoms," said John Hart- on the base of the needles.
man, Extension specialist at the
"Homeowners can reduce outUK College of Agriculture.
"Moist conditions in early spring breaks of this disease by pruning
favored infection of the fungus that out all infected twigs, branches and
causes pine tip blight," he said. cones before next spring," Hartman
"Symptoms of oak bacterial leak said. "If spraying is necessary. use
scorch and black root rot are more a labeled fungicide in a three-step
pronounced in dry weather."
spray schedule starting early next
Pine tip blight is a disease of spring. Spray at bud break, as canmature trees, Hartman said. Aus- dles begin to elongate, and as neetrian pines, which are especially dles emerge from the sheaths."
susceptible, have been widely
planted in Kentucky landscapes
Oak bacterial leak scorch was
during the past 20 years. As these discovered in Kentucky several
trees matures, the disease becomes years ago. More outbreaks are
more widespread. The disease also being diagnosed as disease sympaffects Scots and mugo pines, but toms become better known. It
rarely damages white pines to any affects pin and red oaks.

'84 DODGE 1 TON CREW CAB
Super work or hauling
truck, local trade, sharp
cond., 360 V-8, automatic, NC, don't make
them like this anymore.
ADVANTAGE:

Cain's tit
CHRYSLER•PLYMOUTH•DOCCE•JEEP•EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray • 753-6448

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

•

WELLS ELECTRIC
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
1204 Story Avenue
P.O. Box 229
Murray, Ky. 42071

Dear Friends,
Yes, we've moved to a different
location- after 46 years on North 12th
Street. Our phone number is the same
753-4845 but the address is different —
-1204 Story Avenue.
We give the same quality of electrical service that was started by my late
parents,,Glyco & Nealie Wells in 1945.
There's just a different address now.
We look forward to serving you in the
future and our thanks for your past
patronage
§ncerely,
Fred W. Wells
Wells Electric
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MURRAY TODAY
Ladies of Murray Club plan cilf play 011 Wednesdav
Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, Sept.

25, at 9 a.m.
Lois Keller and Rebecca Landolt
will be hostesses. Those not listed
in the lineup but desiring to play

rna. come ;ind paired at the tee.
The lin* is as follows:
Tee 10 - Lois Keller, Bonnie Kessler,
Marion Poole and Nancy Haverstock
Tee 12 • Hazel Hill, Edith Garrison,
Martha Sue Ryan and Anna Mary
Adams.

ALL WALLPAPER BOOKS

25oh OFF

Exterior Stains
s3oo
Off Gal.

Tee 13 - Lula Bingham Margaret
Shutrett Cathryn Garrott and Beitt
Scott,
Tee 14 - Betty Stewart, Inus On
Evelyn Jones and Toni Hopson.
Tee 15 - Betty Lowry, Tonja Fike,
Terry Shettzer and Venela Sexton,
Tee 16 - Frances Richey and Rowena Cullom
Winners of play on Wednesday.

Sept. 11, have been released t)
Marie Chaney and Tonja Fike, hosCelebrates fourth

I d itht - k1 and,t
Bogard tied tor
irst. I-k e
Jones. second:
Sek ton.
First High; first. Betty Ste art, second:
Second flight - Anna Mars
Adams, first. Betty Scott. second:
Third Bight - Edith Garrison.
first, Martha Sue Ryanl second:
Loki. putts - Evelyn Jones.

birthday

Illinmemr01111•4

Mr"

JO'S DATEBOOK

, •
Work A

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The senior citizens' centers at Woks Community Center in Murray and
Hazel Community Center at Hazel will he closed on Thursday. Sept. 26.
The staff will he attending a training session on Mayfield, according to
Verona Grogan, acting director for Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens' Program, Inc. Activities will 4e. from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Weaks
Center and 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Center on Tuesday. Wednesday and
Friday of this week.
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Bereavement Support Group will meet
MaCiareA,
PAINTS

306 Main St.

759-4979

Bereavement Support Group will meet Wednesday, Sept. 25, from 9:30 to
11 a.m. in Hospice Office, third floor, Murray-Calloway County Hospital For
more information contact Nancy Rose, Hospice Director, 762-1389.

Murray/
AARP/I:
Holiday

Bingo games Tuesday

Coldwai
Church

Bingo games, sponsored by Knights of Columbus, will be Tuesday. Sept
24, at 7 p.m. at the new K/C building on Squire Hale Road, between Johnny
Robertson Road and Oaks Road. The doors will open at 6 p m

Singles' meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. A potluck meal
will be served. Each one should bring a dish to share. "Pet Peeves" will be
subject for discussion. This is a nonprofit support and social group for all
single adults whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Working Women's
Special

Coffee Break Tuesday

A Pinochle Club meets each second and fourth Wednesday of the month
at 1 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. The club will play at 1 p.m. on Wednesday, Sept. 25. For those desiring to learn how to play pinochle, a class
will be at 10 a.m, on the same day. There is no charge for this group. For
information call Dovie Williams, 753-1438.

lBotb must enroll)

w e ioni•Lawciinic
ko%

2.04 S. 5th St. Murray:a`

753-1044 e,44if „
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.. Sat. 9 a.m.-1 p.m. i•; \

Read the
want ads daily

ones underT0 help you and your loved
MillerFuneral

stand death,griefand suicide
Home has donated 25 books to the Calloway
County Library for your use.
The following books will also be available
at the funeral home; they are as follows:
„Suicide - Prevention Intervention, Postvention by Earl A. Grollman
What Helped Me When My Loved One Died by Earl A. Grollman
Explaining Death to Children by Earl A. Grollman
After Suicide by John H. Hewett
Survival Handbook for Widows by Ruth Jean Loewinsohn
Good Mourning(Help and Understanding inTitne_ofPrcgnancv Loss)
by Judy Gordon Morrow and Nancy Gordon Oeblamer
Grieving: How to Go On Living When Someone You Love Dies by
Therese A. Rando, Ph.D.
Living When A Loved One Has Died by Earl A. Grollman
How Do We Tell The Children? by Dan Schaefer and Christine Lyons
Don't Take, My Grief Away by Doug Manning
When Will I Stop Hurting by June Garza Kolf
AIDS: Living and Dying with Hope by Walter J. Smith, S.J.
Time Remembered: A Journal for Survivors by Earl A. Grollman
The Saddest Time(A Bookfor Children on Death and Bereavement)by
Norma Simon
Saying Good-bye to Grandma by June Resh Thomas
About Dying: An Open Family Book For Parents and Children
Together by Sara Bonnett Stein
Concerning Death: A Practical Guide for the Living by Earl A.
Grollman
Recovering From The Loss of A Child by Katherine Fair Donnelly
good Grief by Grange -E. Westburg
Help for Families of the Terminally ill by Mildred Tengbom
I Know Just How You Feel by Erin Linn
*We will be receiving more books and plan each year to add additional
ones to our collection.

MILLER

CALENDAR
Monday, Sept. 23
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit, MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.
Weight Control Group/6

Compassionate Friends to meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Sept. 26, at 7:30 p.m. in
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised
of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident,
illness, sudden infant death dyndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriage. Persons will have contact with people who listen and who offer support. For
more information contact Carol Perlow, MSN, 762-1425.

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous will meet Wednesday, Sept. 25, at Ellis
Community Center. 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m. with
the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership-is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

New Jenny Ridge plans revival
The New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal Church will have revival services starting Monday, Sept. 23. Services will be at 7 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
The pastor, the Rev. Roy Balentine, invites the public to attend.
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W.A.T.C.H. needs cans

Narcotics Anonymous/7
p.m./Parish Center, SL Leo Catholic Church.

W.A.T.C.H. (Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped) needs
aluminum cans for an ongoing work activity. Anyone wishing to donate cans
may bring them by the center at 702 Main St., Murray, from Monday through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.; or call 759-1965 for pick up.

Parent!
Info/753

Boy Scout Troop 77/6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.

Hand Quilting Classes planned

Murray
sensibly

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Prayer group and MSU
Student Workshop/7 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Committee on Nominations and
Personneln p.m.

(Cont'd on page 7)

24-hour Program Information
(502) 753-3314

Hand Quilting classes will be offered at West Kentucky State Vocational
Technical School, Paducah, beginning Tuesday, Sept. 24. The program
consists of 30 hours of classroom instruction for six weeks. Classes will be
from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon on Tuesdays and Thursdays at the American
Quitters Society Museum. Cost of the course will be $60 to enroll. For information contact Melva Garland at West Kentucky Tech, 1-554-4991, Bonnie
Fiser, 1-442-3748, or American Quitters Society Museum, 1-442-8856.

State CCC Alumni event planned
Kentucky's CCC Alumni, former members of the old Civilian Conservation
Corps, will hold their 13th annual reunion Oct. 4, 5 and 6 at Cumberland
Falls State Resort Park, built by CCC enrollees on State Road 90 near Corbin. All former members or their widows and personnel of any CCC camps,
regardless in which state they served, are invited, along with their families
and friends to attend the reunion. The CCC of 1933-42 provided work for
unemployed youth. They fought fires, planted trees, built roads, dams, traits,
parks and many projects that are used by the public today. Eighty-three
camps were located throughout Kentucky performing various tasks. A camp
was located in Murray. The camp was in the area south of Sycamore Street,
and their labor was used on nearby farms in farm land improvement. For
additional information, contact Delbert Honchul, Rt. 2, Box 215, Murray, Ky.
42071, phone 753-7548; or Steve Kickert, park naturalist, Cumberland Falls
State Resort Park, Corbin, Ky. 40701. For reservations call the park tollfree, 1•-800-325-0063 and ask for the reunion rates.

SERVICE NEWS
CARL ALLEN SKINNER of
Murray has been promoted to the
rank of first sergeant while serving
with 438th M.P. Company in Saudi
Arabia.
Skinner left Murray Aug. 1 for
Fort Dix, N.J. He left for his overseas assignment on Aug. 11.
F/Sgt. Skinner is employed at
Kenlake Foods, Murray.
His wife, Sharon, his son, Lee
Skinner, and his stepson, Cameron
-Greenfield, are residing in Murray
while he is overseas.

Please join our campaign
for healthier babies.

GOLDEN RULE

Weaks
p.m./for

Christ.

FUNERAL HOME

Ire

Hazel (
p.m./for

Hospital.

Pinochle group at center

Matthew Ryan is today, Sept. 23, celebrating his fourth birthday. He
is the son of Randy and Vickie Calhoon of Hardin. His grandparents
are Herbert and Bobbie Calhoon of Murray and Tommy and Lugene
Bogard of Hardin. He is the great-grandson of Bessie and Hayden
Bogard, the late Toy and Morine Grooms, and the late Lois and John
Booker.

Senior a
Center.

Room/NI

A Coffee Break will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church on
Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 9:30 a.m. This weekly event is for all interested persons who meet for Bible study and refreshments.
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Grace Baptist Church events
include Ministry of Outreach/10
a.m. and 6:10 p.m
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Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calioway Public
Library.
Tuesday, Sept. 24
Murray/Kentucky Chapter of
AARP/12 noon/Majestic Royale,
Holiday Inn.
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Dr. Stuart Naulty
Dr. Mary Bolton

‘1

Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.

Ladies Bible Class/9
a.m./Glendaie Road Church of
Christ.
Bel Air Center
Hours by Appt

Praise/6 p.m./First Baptist Church.
Ladies Bible Class/9:30
am/University Church of Christ.

BIG KAHUNA HAIR HUT

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1 .30
1p.m./Homeplace-1850; Snakes &
Senior activities/9:30 a.m./Dexter Turtles/2 p.m. and Ilav.ks and
Center.
Owls/3:30 p.m./WNC.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m -4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

District PTA
fall conference
to be Sept. 30

The 65th Annual Fall Conference of First District ParentTeacher ASsociation will be Monday, Sept. 30, at Hampton ElemenHealth Express/Murray-Calloway - tary School near Burna.
County Hospital/Rainey's Grocery,
Registration will begin at 6 p.m.
Jones Mills/9-11 a.m. and WiseMrs. Jean Arrowood, state PTA
hart's Grocery, Midway/12:30-3 president, will be the guest
p.m.
speaker.
Each local unit should be repreCalloway County Public Library sented by the president, principal,
events will include Parents and officers, chairmen and delegates
-Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story Hour/10:30 from the membership at large,
according to-Barney McNeill,'First
4-111
District PTA president.
The Grace W. Kolb Award will
11/Furray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House. be given to the unit with the most
delegates in attendance. The LucilNational Scouting Museum/open le Kirksey Award will go to the
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
host school.
The Inetta Gadbury Award will
AA and A-Ion/8 p.m./American be given to the "Outstanding Unit"
Legion Hall, South Sixth and in First District PTA. Fulton CounMaple Streets.
ty PTA will be the recipient of the
Elizabeth Bowden New Unit
Award.
Memorial Baptist Church events
For more information contact
include Eva Wall Circle/10 a.m. Mrs. Martha Obman, 1-674-5743,
and Revival prayer meeting/7 p.m. Mrs. Sue McNeil, 1-856-3543, or
Mrs. Elizabeth Bowden,
Murray Christian Women's Club 1-247-6605.
Board meeting/9:35 a.m./Annex of
Calloway County Public Library.
Retirees and former employees of
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital/6 p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Social Security Representative/at
Calloway County Public Library/
10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

FREE Facial & Make-Over

Lee
leron
irray

753-6435

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

492-8876

MURRAY TODAY

SALE

43.99

One Better Perm

86 JEEP CI-7
Local trade, nice top, tires
and wheels, good cond.
hard to find, don't miss
out.

$5 300

Cain's *Ai

Reg. $50 Shampoo raro,t
'I,- js:,le Incluaed Long nar
desigc maps aad t,ona
:^arge
Sale price effective through
Saturday,September 28.

tie;14is

CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH-DODGE-JEEP-EAGLE
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 7534446

Y CA&NET FOR MUNL4N RESOURCES
\.KENTLICK,

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8
Thursday & Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-6, Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811

c 1991. JCPenney Company, Inc

Parents' Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) annual open house/7
p.m./Southside Manor Community
Room. Info/759-9964.
Murray Country Club Ladies'
Night Out/6 p.m.
Phebian Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church/social/7
p.m./home of Mildred Robertson
Newton.
Murray Woman's Club Board/12
noon/Louie's.
Murray State University
Women's Society/salad supper/6:30
p.m./home of Molly Booth. -

Janet Ashby, Murray, Ky.
Renee Ridley, R.N.

`tillrememberthis monde
momentforever"
F

,or the biggest event in Janet Ashby's life, she
chose a hospital in which she had complete
confidence — Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
/
Quality care,compassion and friendliness are at
the heart of our Miracle Moments Maternity Care
service. .
Our success was measured clearly in a recent
study where people in the region recognized MurrayCalloway County Hospitdas the best hospital for
maternity services.
Miracle Moments Maternity Care offers a variety of
services for expectant families — from prepared
childbirth classes, to a $200 gift package for
Prepayment Plan participants. to a free Candlelight
Dinner for Mom and Dad.
.Let Murray-Calloway County Hospitardeliver your
next little miracle. Call 762-1385, and we'll send you a
free book explaining the benefits of Miracle Moments
Maternity Care.

Murray State University Racer
Volleyball team plays UT Martin/7
p.m./north gym of Carr Health
Building.

t of
the
ving
;audi

d at

Experience The Difference!

The Quilt Lovers Club of Murray will have its annual Quilting Bee at
Calloway County Public Library. The event will be from 5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 26; from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 27; and
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 28. There will be quilts
displayed, a craft bazaar, a quilt to be given away, and Kentucky
Heritage Quilt Society Challenge Quilt Display. Also there will be live
demonstrations of a variety of quilting techniques. Pictured getting
ready for the annual Quilting Bee are, from left, Geneva Giles, Emily
Kennedy and Inez Shinstine. The Quilting Bee is free to the public
and everyone is invited to attend.

ADVANTAGE:

SNAPittt

Murray, KY
753-0666

Natural Colour Cosmetics
Derived From
Pure Plant and
Flower Essences

Social Security Representative,
10.30 am..- 12:31) p miCallowas
Public Library.

Comedian/Magician Bob
Garner/7:30 p.m./Cu5ris Center
Stables, Murray State University.
Admission free.

for
wer-

South 12th St.
Mon. thru Fri.

Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m/home of
Estelle Adams.

Alzheimees Support Group
meeting/4:30 p.m./Hospital Board
Room/Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

on
)er-

Buckle Up

page 6,

‘10rida, 'sept. 23
irst Foiled %1ethodist ( hunch
Sr!' A
C1reilk
a
Exert. I
Exercise!'
Work Arc.1
Memorial Baptist t'hurch
Puppets/S p.m

Quilting Bee scheduled
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bride-elect of
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Racers win first after surviving last-second call
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & Times Stiff Writer

Fans at Roy Stewart Stadium
were treated to a thrilling 55-point
offensive show from Murray State
and Eastern Illinois, Saturday
night. For just a brief period, it was
a not-so thrilling 57-point evening.
An Eastern Illinois two-point
1 coaversion to give them a 29-28
lead with 35 seconds left in the
game was erased on an offensive
pass interference penalty in the end
zone, giving the Racers their first
win of the season, 28-27.
"I guess we're in the entertainment business," Racer head coach
Mike Mahoney said afterwards,
"and if the fans didn't like the last
two games at home they're nuts."
The MSU offense rebounded
from a miserable performance at
Western Kentucky the week before
to grind out 337 total yards. However, it was the last five yards that
provided the winning margin and
put smiles on 4,174 faces.
Tied 21-21 with under three
minutes to play in the game, MSU
faced a third-and-goal from the
Panther five-yard line. Then, they
got a run from freshman tailback
Waynee McGowan that spurred
thoughts of Michael Davis' gamewinning gallop in last year's 14-10
MSU win over the Panthers.
Racer quarterback Tremain Lewis optioned to the short side of the
Murray State's Mike Swayda (44) and Tyrone Young combine efforts
field and with the Panther defense
to bring down Eastern Illinois tight end Tim Moore in the first half of
swarming to the football, Lewis
Saturday's 28-27 Racer win.
•

The score should've iced the
Racer win with 2:41 to play in the
game, but EIU stormed back.
/MSU — 11A1Wr 20 pass from Lewes (DOI WO
Elt) — Grady 1 pass from Thorns (C.aldwell
"I was disappointed by our
MSU — HavIll 25 pass from Lpwl• (pi« kidi)
EIU — Casale 14 pass from Thome (Caldwell Weal
defense
at the end," Mahoney said
MSU — Mar 5 pima from Lavas (Din kid)
EIU — Jones 9 oats from Thorns (Caldwell Iddi)
of the defense, which allowed the
MSU — McGowan 5 run (Dil Iddi)
Panthers to move 68 yards in two
Ea! — Moore 20 paws horn Thorns (pass failed)
minutes. "They went right through
A__4,174
us."
EIU
NUR
Panther quarterback Jeff Thorne
First doyens
18
26
Rushes-yards
48-197 47-227
was sacked by MSU's Kevin Gibbs
Passing
110
204
Return Yards
07
00
for an 18-yard loss on the first play
Coirp-An- int
21-28-0 011- 13-0
Rms
4-31
2-37
of the drive. Thorne responded
Fumbles-Low
1-0
1-0
with six straight completions
Renalnes-Yards
7-51
10-128
Time or Possession
33:21
26 39
including a 20-yard strike to tight
INDIVIDUAL liTATSTICS
end Tim Moore with :35
RUSHINCi—E ItirOs. Jones 33-203. Caellio 635
lAirray St. Lewis 1742, McGowan 1444
remaining.
PASSING—S lands, Thorne 21-27-0-204 Murray
Trailing 28-27, Eastern Illinois
St, Lavas 8-13-0410
RECEIVING—E liners, Moore 5-53, Jones 3-25.
head coach Bob Spoo decided to go
Cook 3-28 Murray St Mew 3-41, Redmond 2-40
for two for the win.
Thorne faked a run into the line,
pitched to McGowan.
Starting from the nine, McGo- rolled right and hit Brock Montwan took one step to the sidelines, gomery for the apparent go-ahead
stopped and cut back left, and then score. However, pass interference
was called on the EIU tight end.
outran three defenders to the goal
Originally thought to be a pick,
line.
Moore was flagged for pushing off.
McGowan's dive across the goal
EIU failed in its attempt at the
line sent 4,174 fans to their feet
and the Racers up 28-21 after the on-side kick when Racer senior
Rick Miller dove on the football.
important Chris Dill point after.
MSU killed the final :34 and won
McGowan made six Panthers
miss in the five-yard run, and for the first time since last Nov. 17.
last. We really needed this
picked up key blocks from Greg
Armstrong and David Cox. Cox, one," said junior offensive guard
who rushed for 41 yards on six car- Scott Cannon from the jubilant
ries, threw two blocks on the play. Racer locker room.
"I told coach after the game that
"I really didn't think that I was
going to get in," McGowan said it was like winning a state champafter his first collegiate start. "The ionship," Lewis said after his first
offensive line held the backside or win as a Racer. "This win was long
I couldn't have scored."
(Cont'd on page 9)
E. IsIs.Is
Murray St.

The Pittsburgh Pirates know they'll be going somewhere in
the second week of October. They're just not sure quite yet if
it will be Los Angeles or Atlanta,.
The National League playoff picture became a little clearer
Sunday as the Pirates clinched the East with a 2-1 victory
against Philadelphia and Los Angeles moved 11
/
2 games ahead
of Atlanta in the West by beating the visiting Braves 3-0.
"It really doesn't take an awful lot of time to make up
ground," Atlanta first baseman Sid Bream said. "We were up
by two games, and we lost it in a matter of two days. Right
now. 11
/
2 games is nothing. It comes down to the last two
weeks of the season."
Pittsburgh. however, doesn't have to worry about the last
two weeks.
The Pirates took the lead on April 27 and never gave it up,
building their lead from VA games in late July to a current
1 2 —,the biggest East Division runaway since the New
13/
York Mets won by 15 in 1988.
Unlike last year, when they waited until the last weekend of
the season to clinch, this title came easy.
Philadelphia and Los Angeles in 1978 were the last NL

teams to repeat division titles, and the Phillies were a major
reason why Pittsburgh won again, losing 12 of 18 to the
Pirates.
"I'm proud of what we've done here," said manager Jim
Leyland, who in 1986 inherited a last-place club that had lost
104 games the year before. "Five years ago, not many guys
wanted the job I've got. There's a lot of guys who'd like to
have it now."
The Dodgers got a big game from their ace, as Ramon Martinez (17-11) pitched two-hit ball for seven innings and hit a
home run to beat Tom Glavine (19-11).
Martinez had allowed 10 earned runs in his last 5 2-3
innings, and hadn't won since Sept. 1 against Chicago. Steve
Wilson pitched one inning and Roger McDowell got the last
three outs to finish the combined three-hitter.
At the plate, Martinez went 2-for-3 against Glavine. Martinez, who got two days' extra rest because of a bruised right
bicep, hit the first homer of his career in the fourth inning to
give the Dodgers a 3-0 lead.
The Dodgers scored twice in the first inning on Darryl
Strawberry's RBI triple and Eddie Murray's run-scoring
single.
Elsewhere in the NL it was St. Louis 2, New York 1; Hous-

ton 4, Cincinnati 1; San Diego 6, San Francisco 3; and Montreal swept a doubleheader at Chicago, 6-2 and 5-3.
• • • •
Just when it looked like Boston would overtake Toronto
and move into first, the Red Sox slipped and the Blue Jays
won a big game.
"The biggest thing we had to do was get over that hill and
win a game ourselves," said Pat Borders, who hit a two-run
homer that helped the Blue Jays beat the Oakland Athletics
3-2 Sunday night.
Boston, however, lost to the New York Yankees 7-5 in 10
innings. Jeff Reardon' was one strike away from preserving a
5-4 win, but gave up a two-run homer to Roberto Kelly that
sent the game into extra innings. Instead, the Red- Sox
dropped 11/2 games behind the first-place Blue Jays in the AL
East.
In other games, Minnesota beat Texas 9-4, California beat
Chicago 4-2, Milwaukee beat Detroit 9-5, Kansas City beat
Seattle 2-1 and Cleveland beat Baltimore 2-1.
Juan Guzman led the Blue Jays to victory, allowing two
hits in eight innings and winning his eighth consecutive
decision.

New England stuns Oilers; Shula wins 300th game
C

By The Associated Press
Less than a month into the NFL
season, the New England Patriots
already are more successful than
they were last year. Of course, that
wasn't very difficult.
Al! the Patriots needed was two
wins this season to improve on
1990, one of the ugliest chapters in
any team's NFL biography. They
got their first win in the seasonopener, then things got ugly again
as they went 12 quarters without a
touchdown and lost twice.
"People were wondering who
we were," coach Dick MacPherson
said. "I told the players it was time
to make a statement. It was a must
win for. us for the 1991 season."
The Houston Oilers, off to their
best start ever at 3-0, were the victims of New England's statement
on Sunday. Greg McMurtry's first
NFL touchdown on Hugh Millen's

SULLIVAN'S
PAR 3 GOLF &
SPORTS CENTER
Par 3 Golf Course
Golf Carts
Lighted Driving
Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages

3.00
3.00

first scoring pass of the year with
six seconds left gave the Patriots a
24-20 upset victory.
"It was a win we needed," said
McMurtry, a second-year pro. "It
was critical for the morale of our
offense to know that we can come
back and win a game like this in
the final minute."
Especially after they blew a 17-6
lead. Warren Moon threw two
touchdown passes to Curtis Duncan
to put Houston ahead 20-17 with
1:52 remaining.
But Millen, who has takien over
Tommy Hodson at quarterback.

"I wanted to make the plays and
not go for it all right away," Millen said. "I felt confident because
it makes all the difference when
you only have to get a field goal."
But they got a touchdown and,
stunningly, are 2-2 while such previously well-regarded AFC teams
such as Cincinnati, Miami, Kansas
City and the Los Angeles Raiders
are no better.

Elsewhere Sunday, Don Shula
made history and three teams stayed unbeaten.
Shula won his 300th game as an
NFL coach as Miami beat Green
Bay 16-13. He joined George Halas
(325 victories) in a very elite club.
Buffalo moved to 4-0 with a
17-10 win at Tampa Bay, while
Washington held off Cincinnati
34-27 and New Orleans blitzed
Minnesota 26-0. All of those winners are 4-0.
At the other end of the standings
are the Tampa Bay Bucs, Cincinnati Bengals, Indianapolis Colts

and San Diego Chargers. Indianapolis was beaten by Detroit 33-24
and San Diego dropped a 27-19
decision at Denver.

Staff Reports
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray High Tiger soccer
team earned a Top 20 ranking over
the weekend, but also lost to a Top
20 opponent.
The Tigers, ranked 17th in the
Kentucky High School Soccer
Coaches poll, lost a 4-1 decision to
15th-ranked Owensboro Apollo
Saturday at Holland Stadium. It
was Murray's first loss of the year.
After Apollo opened the scoring
with a goal, Murray's Roman
Shapla tied the game Off a cross
from Aaron Whitaker with 15

minutes left in the first half. But
Apollo forged ahead on a goal off a
penalty kick to take a 2-1 lead at
halftime.
"They put a lot of presssure on
us, and we didn't respond very
well," Tiger coach James Weatherly said. "We really felt like we
were still in the game at halftime,
but after they scored early in the
second half, we lost our
enthusiasim."
An Apollo goal early in the second half but Apollo up 3-1, and the
Tigers cobrdn't ove*rcome a 28-12
shots on goal edge as Apollo put
the pressure on Murray goaltender

LEX

50c

f

14.99

753-1152
MURRAY, KY

GYMS

A Month

T

No Contract

ASK ABOUT AEROBICS
759-4955

1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

Michael Loveu.
"He's not 100 percent yet, but he
did an outstanding job," Weatherly
said. "Thomas Daniels also did a
fine job on Apollo's best player.
We asked him to mark him, and he
played one-and-one very well."
The Tigers face Calloway County tonight at 7 p.m. at Holland Stadium at 7 p.m.
• • • •
The Calloway County Lady Lakers traveled to Paris, Tenn. where
they posted an impressive 9-2
victory.
Senior Crigy Lambert pulled off
the hat trick for the Lady Lakers
7 Years Experience

HAW INS
ROOFING
New or Rcpaii
FREE ESTIMATES
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Rt. 1, Box 126A
Hazel, Ky

(502) 492-8358

David
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Ledger & Times Sports Editor
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It wasn't
pretty but
MSU takes it
Victories have been in short
supply for the Murray State
Racers recently, so they took
Saturday's 28-27 win over Eastern Illinois with open arms.
But to say that the call in
the end zone on the two-point
try was questionable is like saying that there has been some
interesting developments in the
Soviet Union recently.
After looking at the video
tape on Sunday, Racer coach
Mike Mahoney said the offensive pass interference call on
Eastern Illinois' Tim Moore was
a good one. It was doubtful
that Mahoney Would say anything else, however.
"It was a foul," Mahoney
said. "And a call we needed.
Our kids fought hard. They
deserved to win."
Murray's most -drastic
improvement in their first win
of the year was the offense,
which was impressive in the
opener against Southern Illinois,
and depressing at Western Kentucky. Mahoney had no answers
for how MSU turned the
offense -iround, but did say
what he would did if he did.
"If I knew that, I would sell
the secret to other coaches for
millions," Mahoney said. "But
our kids on offense, once they
saw on the film what they did
at Western, were anxious to go
out and correct their .mistakes."
"We were really down," guard
Scott Cannon said. "We really
weren't happy with the way we
had played. This week of practiced was much more intense."
Last year, MSU moved to 1-2
after beating Eastern Illinois in
thrilling fashion. Then they
couldn't score against Tennessee
Tech in the league opener and
quickly went into the tank after
that.
Cannon says this group won't.
"We've weeded out all the
guys who didn't want to be
here," Cannon said. "If you
haven't heard, our winter program was tough. Everybody here
now wants to be here."
• • • •

Mahoney suspended first-string
tailback Tim Bland and back-up
Also, it was Dallas 17, Phoenix wide receiver Matt Hall for
9; the New York Giants 13, Cleve- Saturday's game for disciplinary
land 10; Atlanta 21, the Raiders 17; reasons.
Hall and Bland were arrested
Philadelphia 23, Pittsburgh 14; San
Francisco 27, the Los Angeles Friday night on misdemeanor
Rams 10; and Kansas City 20, shoplifting charges after allegedly lifting videotapes at Murray's
Seattle 13.
Wal-Mart. They were lodged in
Mike Ditka goes for his 100th
Calloway County jail.
the
coaching victory tonight, leading
declined to comment
Mahoney
the Bears against the New York
this morning,
situation
on
the
Jets at Chicago.
other than to say the two had
been reinstated.
"The suspension was for one
game only, and they are back
on the team," Mahoney said.
Mahoney refused to comment
while Darra Mitchell and Julie on the shoplifting charges.
Smotherman each scored twice.
In addition to his troubles
Laura Luciano and Carrie Bell also with the law, Bland also has
each scored, with Vanessa Bucy probably lost his starting posiand Stacy West having assists.
tion at tailback to Waynee
Krista Stalls and Kadonna Ran- McGowan.
dolph did the work in the nets.
"Last year, we set a kid
The Lady Lakers will face Mur- down against Eastern Illinois,"
ray High today at 4 p.m. at Holland Mahoney said. "And Beau
Stadium as part of a triple-header. Brown moved up and never
• • • •
came out of the lineup. Waynee
TENNIS
played very well when he got
The Murray State Lady Racer his chance to start. We'll go
tennis team posted victories over through practice this week and
Evansville, Indiana State, and then make' a decision on a starLouisville over the weekend.
ter at tailback."
Against Evansville, Murray State
After a 1-2 start, Murray will
posted a 6-3 victory. Heather find out just where they stand
Donovan, Corine Diderik, Theresa in the OVC when they travel to
Ramage, Lana Allcock and Kristi Murfreesboro, Tenn. on
Rydholm all posted singles' wins Saturday.
for MSU, while Diderik and Dono"Eastern Kentucky and Middle
van combined for a win in doubles Tennessee are without
a doubt
(Cont'd on page 9)
the best two teams in our
league," Mahoney said. "We'll
be in a war against Middle just
UPDATED LINES,SCORES
like we were against Eastern
**1-900-446-8198"
Illinois. We're pretty banged up,
ONLY 99 CENTS/MIN
but our kids are playing hard
DAILY 10-STAR PICKS
1-900-990-8509 810/CALL u
and improving. I don't think
SPORTS CLUB 1400-7424838 I
we'll back down against
anyone."
•

Newly-ranked Tigers fall to Apollo, 4-1

2.00
1.75

Lessons By Appointment:
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro

took the Patriots 83 yards. He hit
Michael Timpson for a 16-yard
gain on third-and-15 before
McMurtry got free over the middle.

INSIDE
SCOOP

7 7 7 01-27
07 14 00 7-28

Pirates clinch second straight title; Dodgers win
By The Associated Press
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Racers winfirst.

•
•

(Coned from page 8)
awaited."
Murray State's offense, grinding
out just 214 yards at Western,
found its groove on Saturday night.
After weeks of searching for its
identity, the offense rested on a run
first, pass when necessary scheme:
"Finally. I got a chance to be a

little loose," Lewis said after rushing for a team-high 75 yards. "I
feel good running the option and 1
was able to get outside."
Lewis, a victim of two sacks and
numerous hurries at Western, complimented the line on their
improvement.

EKU moves to OVC lead
By The Associated Press
The chase is on and once again
coach Roy Kidd and his Eastern
Kentucky Colonels are sitting in
the Ohio Valley Conference catbird
seat.
The Colonels dispatched Middle
Tennessee State 17-7 Saturday in
Richmond, Ky., in the game that
normally decides the league
championship. In the past 10 seasons Middle Tennessee and Eastern
Kentucky have either won or shared every conference title.
You didn't have to go any further than the Blue Raider sidelines to
find out how good the Colonels
were.
"Eastern beat us and did it solidly," said Middle .Tennessee coach
Boots Donnelly. "We just couldn't
get enough done against their
defense."
Eastern Kentucky rallied from a

7-3 halftime deficit behind the
passing of Joey Crenshaw.
Crenshaw passed for 167 yards
and hit Dwayne Woods with a
25-yard touchdown pass to push
the Colonels into a 10-7 lead.
Eastern Kentucky added a 2-yard
scoring run by Tim Lester in the
fourth quarter to give Kidd the victory he expected.
"I wasn't worried (at the half),"
Kidd said. "Although we weren't
scoring, we were moving the ball
well."
The Colonels limited the Blue
Raiders' powerful ground game to
98 yards on 29 rushes with AllAmerican tailback Joe Campbell
held to 51 yards on 16 carries.
"We came into the game knowing we had to establish our running
game to have a chance of winning," Donnelly said. "We were
never able to do that."

Newly-ranked •••
(Coned from page 8)
play.
MSU downed ISU 5-2, with
Donovan, Diderik, Allcock, and
Kris Granacki posting singles wins
and Donovan and Diderik winning
again in doubles play.
Murray downed U of L, 6-3, as
Diderik, Ramage and Granacki
posting victories in singles play.
Donovan and Diderik, Ramage and
Allcock and Granacki and Rydholm combining for wins in doubles play.
• • • •

CROSS COUNTRY
The Murray State Racers and
Lady Racers finished fifth in the

Western Kentucky Hall of Fame
Invitational in Bowling Green this
weekend.
The Racers finished with a 128,
with Chris Barriger leading the
Racers with a 13th place finish in
26:04.49. Carl Dillard finished
22nd, John Ackerman finished
23rd, James Leseurs finished 31st
and Kevin Ward took 39th place.
In women's action, Rebecca
Mizener led the Lady Racers wjth a
14th place finish in a time of
18:31.69. Heather Huhn finished
19th, Kendra Hedlund took 28th
place, Lasenha Powell finished

35th and Melody Helgerson finished 36th.

."Everybody was down on the
offensive line after last week, but
tonight I had all the time in the
world to pass," Lewis added. He
was not sacked on the evening.
As the Racers were rushing for
227 yards on the night, the passing
game delivered 21 first half points.
Lewis, 7-of-8 with three touchdowns in the first half. hit Miller
on a 20-yard crossing route on the
Racers initial drive of the game to
put them up 7-0.
As they would all night, Eastern
answered each MSU score with one
of their own. Lewis hit tight end
Matt Flavin streaking down the
middle of the field for the second

‘
4

score of the game to make it 14-7.
Tied at 14-14, Lewis found Miller for the second time in the corner
of the end zone with :10 to play in.
the first half. MSU led 21-14 at
half.
Eastern pulled even again early
in the third quarter when unstoppable Jamie Jones caught a nineyard swing pass to tie the game at
21.
Jones, a former star at Heath,
rushed for 203 yards against a Racer defense stung by injuries.
MSU's Roberts Sillimon, Kevin
Gibbs and Melvin Aldridge led an
MSU defense, which allowed just
14 points at Western.

SCOREBOARD
Good service,
good coverage.
good price-
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1991 Colt GL 2 Dr,
Red
1.5 OHC MPI Four
Auto. Transmission
Air Conditioning
Rear Defogger
i
Tinted Glass
P. Steering/Brakes
Intermittent Wipers
AM/FM
Cloth Interior

$10,098.00
M.S.R.P.
Peppers Price
9,873.80
- 1,000.00
Rebate
Your Price

Home offices- Bloomington Illinois

WON
4 0 0 1000 94 41
2 2 0
500 56 61
2 2 0
500 89 57
1
3 0
250 50 BS
Sunday's Cameo
New York Giants 13, Cleveland 10
Damn 33, Indiana5s 24
Mani 16, Green
13
Washington 34, CM final 27
New England 24, Houston 20
Atlanta 21, Los Angeles Raiders 17
New Orleans 26, kinneema 0
Philadelphia 23. Rtlaburgh 14
Denver 27. San Diego 19
San Francisco 27, Los Angeles Rams 10
Kansas City 20, Seattle 11
Buttalo 17. Tampa Bay 10
Dallas 17, Phoenix 9
iliondey's Gans
New Yolk Jets at Chicago, 8 p m.
Sunday, Sept. 29
Chicago at Buffalo. noon.
Tampa Bay at Detroit, noon.
New Orleans at Atlanta. noon.
New York Giants at Deka noon.
San Francisco at Los Angeles Raiders. 3 p.m
Green Bay at Los Angeles Rana, 3 P.m
Indiana
at Seattle, 3 dm,
Kansas City at San Diego. 3 p.m
Mani at New York Jets. 3 p m
New England at Phoenix, 3 p.m
Denver at Minnesota. 7 p.m.
OPEN DATE: Cincinnati. Cleveland, Houston,
Mishnah
Monday, Sept. 30
Philadelphia at Washington. 8 p.m.

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th

'91s MUST
G000000

State Farm Insurance Companies,

New Orleans
Atlanta
San Francisco
LA Rams

(Next to McDonald's)
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$8387380

1991 Dodge Spirit 4 Dr.

M.S.R.P. '
c t $13,290.00
Peppers Price 12,365.98
Rebate
-1,500.00
Your Price $10

Burgundy
2.5 EFI Bal. Shaft Four
Auto. Transmission
50/50 Split Bench-Cloth
Air Conditioning
Tilt Cruise
Rear Defogger
Floor Mats
AM/FM
P.S..13 B.
WSW Tires

86598

1991 Jeep Comanche PlU

759-9888

#100311

White
2.5 EFI Four
5 Speed OD
Transmission
Sport Stripe
Rally Wheels
Step Bumper

AIR

M.S.R.P.
$9,352.00
Peppers Price
8,495.00
- 1,000.00
Rebate
$7549500
Your Price

1991 Jeep Cherokee 4WD
Red

Reebok

4Door

#100050

odidaeb:av?

$19,211.00
M.S.R.P.
Peppers Price 17,476.26
Rebate
- 1,500.00
Your Price

$15,97626

40 Liter 190 H.P. Engine
Auto. O.D. Transmission
R. Window Defogger
Full Size Spare
Styled Steel Wheels
Air Conditioning
Rear Window W:per
Washer
Roof Racks
Tilt Wheel
Intermittent Wiciers
Remote Dual Mirrors
Tr" Rings
PS PB

1991 Dodge D150 LWB PIU

All Nylon Wind Wear
Jackets & Pants

t
/
f

-Great Selection of Mens, Womens and
Childrens Seperates
4
4r

1203
Chestnut
Street

#100063

$15,197.00
M.S.R.P.
Peppers Price 13,713.85
- 1,500.00
Rebate
Your Price

2 21385

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, title, license and doc fee
after rebate.

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car and truck company"

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTINGSPORTGOODS
LIFE"
IN

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT

Red/White
318V-8
Auto. Transmission
P.S./P.B.
Air Conditioning
Tilt/Cruise
Chrome Step
Bumper
30 Gal Fuel Tank
Cloth Seat
Carpet
Rally Wheels
235 Tires

YOUR

PEPPERS
DodgeTtuths
Murray
Kentucky
753-8844

(111t1sIllt
Plymouth
MEM%

„

Jeep
I Dodge

Eagle

•••••••• •••••••

2400 East Wood Street • Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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Banana Festival
celebrates past

-

f•;

1•(\
,
hlue and
erc the featured eolo7s
annual International Banana f
al in Fulton and South I.

Horoscopes

V.

1.11 \It', Ii '1

It

Tenn
The cities celebrated the aTca
past as a national banana dIstr]h.Lion center with a parade and a
pudding made from 3.0(K) bananas

our students from Calloway County in the pward Bound program at Murray State University are
lion with its director, Barbara Keel (left), and coordinator, Randy Vk ilson (right). The students are
‘rom left) Malynda Finney, Tyra Gamble, Amanda V% asquez and Rene Flornbuckle.

3olstfi 4th

.7596
AUTO SALES
753-9586

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1985 Chev. Caviler,
1988 Tempo GL,
'2,000
'3,300 nice car
, bat; blue, sharp
1981. Ford Escort, 1 owner,
9.84 Datsun Sentra
'1,000
'1,900 56,000 miles
t-i,-.:ciback, red
1982 Buick Skylark.
Yugo,
transportation ........"750
'1,700 good.
miles
1983 GMC S-15 Truck,
- 4 sp., air
Cutlass Cierra,
'1,800
'1,900 1986 Buick Skylark,
Dodge Aries,
'3,100
nice car. 4 Dr.
'1,500 1987 Buick Century.
200 *les
'3,800
V-6, loaded
2 Carrier°.
LE,
Sunbird
Pontiac
1983
'3,100
-7)ps. V-8, auto.
moon roof, red, loaded.'1,650

r

Commission to
publish Christmas
calendar of events
.The Murray Tourism Commission
will publis.h :a special Christmas
Calendar of Events for the Murray
area.
Thiunique brochure is designed to
inform the community and the region
of the many special events in the area
during November and December,
Which highlight the holiday season.
Some of the events included in the
brochure will be baUars theatrical
'and musical productions, and special
church services.
The Tourism Commission is currently gathering information for this
year's brochure. If your club, organization or church has an event, which is
open to the public, and would like it to
be listed please call Laura at the
Chamber office,753-5171. The deadline is October 1 for information to be
included. The brochure will be distributed throughout the region beginning November 1 and is compliments
of the Murray Tourism Commission.

Saturday:
Kay Martin., executive director
of the Fulton Chamber of Commerce, said this year's theme of 'Red.
White and Blue. Bananas. Me and
you," was chosen during the
Desert Storm conflict to include
America's patriotic tradition as
well as Fulton's banana tradition.
Gary Kitchin, the festival's president. said Fulton's association
with the trqpicai_ fruit begati _when_
-bananas were. shipped across, the,
country—by refrigerated trains. "The- trains would come down
filled with:ice, but this was about
as far as they could make it before
the ice melted." Kitchin said. "So.
we had a large ice plant here that
would fill them up again before
they left."

Show's stars join
Fort Knox tank
crews for filming
FORT KNOX. Ky. (AP) — Los
Angeles disc jockeys Mark Thomp1011 and Brian Phelps joined tank
crews at Fort Knox for filming of
the NBC TV show "The Adventures of Mark and Brian" during
the weekend.
According to post officials, the
duo awoke Saturday at 4 a.m. ED-T
and did their share of calisthenics
before ,heading out to the tank
range.
Phelps said they wanted to learn
to drive and fire tanks, "and this is
where you come."
But the two had to learn all
aspects of armor training in three
days, while other trainees take several months. "We're sort of cheating it," Phelps said.

Test uncovers
skeletons' past
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Contract Bridge

JERUSALEM (AP) — A radiocarbon dating test has determined
that 25 skeletons unearthed at the
Tomorrow: Switching horses in midstream.
ancient fortress of Masada are
probably Jewish rebels who com- West dealer.
+K 8
mitted suicide rather than surrender North-South vulnerable
The bidding: •
to Rome in the year 73, a scientist
NORTH
North
East
South
West
said Sunday.
+ A K 93
4V
Pass
Pass
-2.
The skeletons were uncovered 25
✓ 10 3
Opening lead — queen of spades.
years ago, but since it was assumed
• A 64 2
they were Jews, they were immedi+ 1072
There are some hands where
declarer must make what seems to be
ately reburied as Judaism requires, WEST
EAST
•—
a thoroughly irresponsible play in
said Israel Carrni, head of the •Q 110642
radiocarbon dating lab at the Weiz- V952
+84
.order to give hiinself the best chance
• Q3
•K 1098 7
mann Institute of Science.
to make the contract:. Fortunately,
Archaeologists later suggested +Q3
4AAJ965
such situations are few and far bethe skeletons may have belonged to
SOUTH
tween — or we'd all be nervous
Byzantine monks who lived on the
+875 •
wrecks — but when the rare occasion
flat-topped mountain during the 7th
AK Q176
does arise and declarer meets the chalCentury.
•15
lenge, it's always a great pleasure to

Famous Hand

CASHin
a HASH
Republic now has a convenient drive-up automated
teller machine'ATM). Combine that with a.Republic checking
or savings account (like our no fee Carefree Checking) and
you can get cash in a flash,24 hours a day.
Republic Savings Bank is a member of both the
QUEST and Plus System ATM networks giving you access to
your money locally and around the world.

REPUBLIC
Savings Bank
1201 Main Street
759-1630

KIDS EAT

FREE!
Every Tuesday After 4 P.M.
Children under 1.0 may choose any
item on our Child's menu, absolutely
FREE. Only two children per paying
adult.
Bel-Air Center
753-0440

1.041PRIDIN
FDIC

Affiliated with the statewide Republic group of banks and financial service companies
Bagdad•Benton•Bowling Green•Elizabettitown•Frankfort•Lexington•Louisville* Mavheld
Murray•thvertsboro•Paducah•Shelbyville

SIRLOIN STOCKADE®
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report the occurrence.
This famous hand was played in an
_Austrialian national team of four
•championship Si mai was the W °rid renowned Tim Sews,. who characteristically and optimistically leaped
to four hearts alter West's preemptive
two spade bid had been 111155ekl :1101.111d
It) him
West's opening lead was the queen
of spades, on which Seres made the
extraordinary play ot the three of
spades trout dimirny' List discarded a
club and then rutted dummy's king of
spades when West Ctql1111110k1 With the
jack at trick two
East did as ell ;is he cinild is hen
he shilied to the ten 14
trick three, but Sere•, w:e. now in lull
command of the simaiii in He is n the
diamond return with duniniv
the
drew trumps, and Ohm
nine of spades.
After discarding his diamond loser
On the ACC Or spades, Servs led a club
towards his K 8 and thus brought
losers
how the C011t1;10
Were IWO Spade ITICk`, and a vita)
The contract would have tailed had
ist aim ulihit IC plzty
Sews matte the
of cu ivermg West's queen. dspades
lqie List \could
with the king it
flat and presumably return a diamond
DC( 1:11,11- W4,141111 then
Iii dumms
I t pur
find it impossibie :t‘t
«.1j the orellItir spade
IIICks
rutl, a club, a diamond, and another
spade

HC
110
1,01
KU
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CLASSIFIEDS
460

210

Homes
For Sale

Firewood
•••as 4.E,I•11110.111011111.11.11Nramos-

.vr

rv

4th 01

have 2
er more
apply at
g center
Murray or

call 753 0839

CAMOUFLAGE clothing
for all ages Steel toe and
regular work boots Insu
Iated cover ails Hunting
supplies Jerry s Sporting
Goods, 6th and Walnut
Mayfield KY

DON T wait until winter to
get wood We will cut and'
or split your wood for you
Ask for John
now
759 9710

A FIREWOOD for sale
PART T ,rne Data Entry
position available Hours FISHER Grandma wood 4-37-4667
are 3 30am to 10 00am stove Good condrt.on
FIREWOOD green or sea
Responsible for maintain- 436 2858
soned 753 5476
report
ing hospital systems
FIREWOOD 436-2744
retrieval and patient charg
ACCOUNTS MGR trainee
trig functions Submit re
GET good green firewood
Sales deliveries & collec
sume to Personnel Com- Dons Self starter has great now, and have it ready for
munity Hospital 206 West opportunities Apply in per- winter
James Sills
South Street Mayfield KY son Colortyme 408 N
753-4120
42066
12th St Murray No phone
PART Time LPN Clinical calls
Instructor West Kentucky
220
State Vocational Technical LASER Turbo XT compu4
with
be
BS
School Must
Musical
ter 1 floppy drive 512 K
years recent experience memory
Monochrome mo- SOUND MASTER RE
Will supervise students at nitor Mouse Start up disk
rac tit:a
ji s
the clinical site 21 24 hrs Letter quality Epson L-1000 CORDING 16 Tracks al
per week Contact Geni La action printer Custom bums demos sound
tracks jingles Benton KY
Head
Dept
soski
made computer hutch and 527-0453
CANCER
554-4991
printer stand $1500
INSURANCE.
111
REGISTERED NURSES 759-4119
The Calloway County OFFICE Furniture. desks
Health Center, Purchase stack chairs, file cabinets,
District Health Department tables Barbeque grills,
is seeking qualified applic- freezer, picnic tables, small
ants for a vacant Commun, refrigerator Shown by -ap- CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
ity Health Nursing position pointment only, call recently bought -a lirie
stamp collection, U S
Community health nursing 474-2100
blocks and plate blocks
can,offer you a change and
Jerry
^;.V
*"
Excellent U S and foreign
a challenge while you work ORDER the spa designed
•
*••
*
In suranr.•
-friar
with young families and the for you Murray Hot Tubs coins also available along
ay
753-4199
with silver dollars, proofs
adult population Public 115 S 13th St
sets, coin and stamp suphealth nurSes pro*it
RCA color TV 753-3302
plies If we don't have it,
health education and direct
we'll order it We buy coins
15 1, hOd
health services indepen- RESTAURANT Equipand stamps and appraise
dently after receiving spe- ment dishes and utensils
estates Visit us at Book
cialized training and super- 1319 Wood East Pails
111 Si •
110
Rack (Dixieland Shopping
Fish Wagon, Inc.
vised orientation Discuss TN 901 644 0187
Center. Murray), Treasure
our new pay plan and re.
Route 3, Box 337-C
House (Southside Manor.
Wellsburg, Miaow's 72432
view our benefits for fullC1984
Murray), Ox- Yoke Antiques
time employees Hours are
(Hazel) and Mercantile (Auprimarily Monday thru FriAppliances
rora) 753-4161
day during the day OccaS t, wi•i)
r
s,ng
sional use'of personal vehi- WHIRLPOOL Freezer Up- • PAIR of side boxes for 8ft
•
KUL FREE. FREE
•
DRY Clean your carpet
• • \l'r RH.\CF: cle is required with mileage right white Very good con- truck with ladder rack
Rent the fast and easy Host
House located at 104
reimbursement Generous dition 436-20/35
s k ity.
I
IF
s
753 2825 or 753-8074
GaitDry Cleaning System
N 10th St. Must be
fringe benefits and holi,i-,moved from propto reserve a Host machine
TOPSOIL - pickup or we
days New salary scale- WASHER Dryer, almond
erty. call_753-31112
at Black s Decorating Cer
JILNLLI.), DIS- start as high as $10 994ir - GE. refrigerator. Whirlpool. deliver 753-0277 or.
ter. 753 0833 70' S 4'^
(8-5t.tor more infoN
1,i cs F tE
r ,trnas with 10% increase in first electric stove 354-8528
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Murray
so at ton
\ r 4.•TI
•,.e kit, year of employment Salary
Gravel Hwy 641N Alm°
le.cry
16O
based on education, experKy
AURORA P.zza Magic DeAS SEEN ON T V
r.rk
in- ience and level of responsi
Home
t.
hand -tossed pizza .
TOP
Soil good rich din
Furnishings
bility Full-time and alterLEARN TO Df-VVE
spaghetti Acrossfrom
Ideal for yards and plant
TRACTOR TRAILERS CANNERY Wfl)RKERS, nate work schedules will be 2 PIECE beige sectiona beds 759-1828 753-2446
Hitching Post Dine in Of
.41.0
XPr
NC.
1 AA'',KALa.rr.g Men/ considered Transcripts couch with room divider
carry out Open all year at
Bogard Trucking & Exca•• r
completed applications Oak round pedistal table
Dri
s600 and
5pm Closed Mon and
vating Inc
Resumes
cannot
required
ALLIANCE
4 74 - 8 1 1 9 ,
"ues
Wr"4'
r y'sPc'r"t'orl. substitute for applications, with 4 chairs Entertain
TRAl TOR TT:1.MR TRANING01,4"
Ca'l Now
1-4 0
merit center 759-4151
800 649 3804
IJIMIANON, N
which may be secured at leave message
'Jh
Ext
250
any Health Center Equal
?48P,_
Busk***
Opportunity Employer
Services
')iANA CL
is t,eeking a
KING-SIZE
mature 1,1dy for sales posiSOUTHERN Missionary
PRIVATE Investigato
WATERBED
tion rl worr.ons apparel.
Baptist Church in Marshall
D B A Confidential InvestiMoving.
14 21 Hr s per week.
County seeking part-time
gations Southside ShopPlease sling resume to Music/Youth Director
Call Bill
1-800-334-1203
ping Center Suite *102
Hwy.641 N. Turn left
Diana's Ltd
Dixieland Qualified persons send reMurray 753-2641
953-4000
Shopping Center 10-5, sume to P 0 Box 798
on Hwy. 464.(Follow
Mon
Sat
Benton, KY 42025
signs).
270
BROYHILL Livingroon
For orders call
HELP WANTED The WANTED Babysitter and Suite, plus lamps Excellent
Mobile
All Brands
Purchase District Health housekeeper
Homes For Sale
condition 10 pieces $600
Michael or
Department has an open- 4 30am-8 00am Call after Full-size bedroom suite
12x64 MOBlLE Home 3br
LaDon Haley
ing for a Clerk Typist III to 3pm 753-5211
$150 759-9537
759-9735 after, fipm
perform general clerical du
ties at the Cailoway County WENDY S is now hiring for FULL Size bed with mat- 12x70 2BR 753-7573
Health Center. Murray KY day shift only Please apply tress End tables and cot
1981 FLEETWOOD 14x70
salary $5 56/per between 2 4pm daily Ask fee table with glass tops
Starting
GLASS Replacement
Excellent condition
3Br, 1', bath $9000
•
$41.7
bi weekly Ex- for manager
hour
Work Window glass, plate
753 7687
436-2181 or 436-5862
glass, insulated glass, auto perience Graduation from
090
glass, plus mirrors (plain high school including or
HERITAGE Collection
1983 14x60 $500 down
Situation
and beveled edge). glass supplemented by a course
Country Pine coffee and $160,mo 753-6087
Wanted
furniture tops Also, flea in typing and two years
end table set Extra nice
1984 DOUBLE WIDE 3br, 2
market, used furniture experience in clerical work WANTED Alterations to do Original price, $830 Must
bath house type roof ma
the
perhand-crafted t shirts All at which has been in
in my home Experienced sell, $275 436-2105 after
sonite siding Central H A
M&G Complete Glass, Di formance at moderately dif- alteration lady new to the 5pm
Must move 437 4092
clerical
and
ficult
typing
duarea
753-1379
xieland Center 753-0180
NICE Hide-a-bed couch
ties (Each year of satisfac1988 WILLOW Creek Must
tory clerical experience or HOUSECLEANING ex- with chair, $250 Also nice
sell 1480 all appliances
Prefer
chairs
perienced,reliable
with
6
swivel
table
successfully
comeach
included Large deck and
pleted year in a recognized 4-6 hours 1 or 2 days per $100 489-2715
back porch Excellent conschool of business may be week 437-4928
con
SOFA and chair Good
dition '536520
substituted on a year-for
ditkon 492-8613
PROFESSIONAL house
year basis for the education
cleaning by the lob or by the
200
requirement up to a maxi2110
hour 436-2780 after 3pm
Mobile
mum of tour years ) Good
Sports
Homes For Rant
hinge benefits Salary in- WILL babysit anytime
Equipment
crease of 10% in first year 489-2976
NEWER. 14x60 Jonathan
of satisfactory service Apdecoys for Creek Area Central H A
&
goose
DUCK
housecleaning
plications may be picked up WILL do
Private lot $265 mo
sale 753-5588
have
references
at the Calloway County
354-6248
753-6558
Compound
Bow
PULSAR
Health Center, 701 Olive,
SHADY
Oaks 2 or 3br
Fully
loaded
includes
arMurray, KY, or other Purch- WILL houseclean Exper
rows Ready to hunt $125 electric or gas Walking dis
ase Area Health Depart ienced 753-7365
tance to college 753 5209
Call anytime 489-2982
ments Deadline for applications is midnight October
100
5, 1991 Equal Opportunity
Business
Employer
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Ward-Elkins

753-2861
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Need
Extra
Cash?

Run a
yard sale
ad in the
classifieds.
Call
•

Silver, housebroke, great
companion.

759-4552
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AKC Toy
Poodle
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HOW
TO TALK TO
I,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
1! s,rtr have something t sell. here's the Wel) 10 make your
Kentusks Statewide Classtfted Network
S149, ,00u 4.4111 1,115e • 20 word ad In NO Kentucky
11.11 apsectitial atishence rst more than 1.110(),000
V,

it

•

r!yttung from •ntiques to station wagons
r,r,drlings to sewing mashattes
• 'Jr,. ire% Spdprr he details rhen get reads 11, sell
s.]ti

half
diet

310
Want
To Rant
WANT to rent or buy lot for
mobile home close to town
753-4915 or 75-3-9230
20

Apartments
For Rent

k I N 11 r
STV11•1111W
( I ‘11.1,1-l) Ni.Twouk
75-3-1416
,
7,

OPPortunkY

HOME HEALTH CARE
Staff RN, full time M F,
with benefits Home Health
and critical care experience
preferred Salary negotiable. related to education
and experience Contact
Glisson
Janice
502 247 5211, extension
319 or submit resume Personnel Community Hospital 206 West South Street,
Mayfield, KY 42066
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
job') A
!NGS NEED
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8
7 5 3
Sam 11 30a m
JOBS in Kuwait Tax Free
Construction Workers
$75000 Engineering
$200,000 Oil Field Work
ers $100,000 Call
1 800 743 3440 Ext 1027
MLT needed for busy phys
glans office Send resume
laP a Box-1040o, M''ffY
KY

LOCAL Rural FoOd Service
Business Remodeling
90% complete Now gros
ses 150K plus 2 Beautiful
building sites, all for
$68,000 or best offer Serious inquiries only Call after
8 30pm, 492 8738
1,10

Der

BR House Newly remod
died Fireplace, large yard
in county $230/mo - deposit 554-0148 leave
message

2 or 3BR house in Murray
$20,000 $30,000 price
range No Realtors please
759-9439 after 5pm
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

Want to try a new way to work? Paid
paid holidays.. medicaldental-life insurance . store discount
profit sharing.. salary plus commission... Position available to art experienced stylist with customer following in
this area
For personal, confidential interview
call 759-9811 JCPenny, Murrary, Tuesday, Sept 24 or call 759 1400

CASH for mobile home
tires 57-512 each
527 2932

40 x 48

1$0

Articles
For Sale
8HP Snapper Amer 30
cut Good condition $425
753 2561

753-8394

3BR 2 bath Central HA
Near Murray High
$73 000 753-5644

OWNER SAYS SELL!
Close to Murray High School.-Neat 4 bedroom.
2'12 bath home on a corner lot. Priced in the S90s.

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

DAVID SMITH
Construction

28R and 3br in Almo
753-8101 between
1pm-9pm
3BR almost new house in
Westwood 1713 Oakhill
Dr $475mo 759-4406
CUTE INSIDE!' 4Br, central gas heatair, full basement fenced Stove, refrigerator, washer 506
Vine 'South 6th and Vine "
Lease
$425 mo
753-8734

New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions Metal Pole Barns
15

Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates

Route 1, Box 139D
Benton, Ky. 42025

PHONE.
502-437-3026

s•-

NEEDED Responsible
adult to share rent and utilities on brick home in Murray 753-7953
370
Livestock
& Sicipilatt
35 CROSSBRED heifers
averaging 750413S, (Santas,
Gertrudis Simmental
sired) Heifers will calve in
Feb & Mar '92 All heifers
are calthood vacinated
Call 753-9778, 492-8.302
753-5890 after 6pm
3 YEAR Old Registered
Quarter Horses. 1 gentle
mare I English looking
gelding 1 easy riding barrell and pia* gelding Paris,
TN 901-6449076
FOR Sale young Billy
Goats, $20 ea 753-5812
HUDSON Company Saddles Bridles & Horse sup759-1823 or
pi es
753-4545

DAISY Grooming Monday
Saturday by appointment
753 '819
DOBERMAN Puppies
AKC Registered Shots and
wormed Affectionate excelient temperrnent aria pedigree 753 0324
HAVE an obechtint sate
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436 2858

GOOD used all electric mo
bile home 753 7953
PALLETS
436 5430

2BR Twelve minutes horn
Murray 5 minutes from
lake 535 000 OBO

CLIMB THE ROCKs!
Ts easy w^en you're *oriurii for The P.i.Kkantial, a company ystea ql
rim. IX Best Cortvarites to SO For' We we vo, the tools to start out
#ort - toe-of.the.line stifling and financtai Sua)on And then ycisolrve
anz concern abon.t otners oct Me -osi
Call: RICK MARTIN (1400-264-0950)
3553 Park Plaza Road
_
Paducah, Ky 42001 .
'The 100 Best companies to Sell For, M D Harkavy
and The Philip Lief Group, published by John Wiley &
.
Sons, Inc New York, 1989
Be a part of The Rock.*
A^ ec,Ja opportunity emo.oye,

*

ThePrudential
•rww0ar0. c.crnp...0,

11:0190C nwip

IA^

.•

Step Ahead with Acton...

SHOe sensanon
as a Management Trainee
It you're right for retail ... we're right for youl
Join the strongest retail shoe team in a fivestate area. We offer salary plus bonus, paid
vacations, group health, a special employee
discount and opportunities to grow. Stop by
one of our stores for details or send resume to:
253 America Place
Jeffersonville. In 47130
Job #11

/

NJERPRISES
INC.

AMERICAN Eskimo puppies 6 wks 753 4270

vaCatiOnS..,

Want
To Buy

KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L

2BR, 1 bath 1 year lease
$300.mo Bob Perrin Real
Estate 759-1881

AKO registered red Toy
Dachund puppies
$100 ea 901 352 2416

NOW INTERVIEWING
FOR EXPERIENCED
HAIR STYLISTS

FOR Sale or Lease 3Br
condominium Wheel-chair
accessible 753-3293

1 4 ACRE Price reduced,
564 900 3Br brick, 1 car
garage Separate brick
workshop wbath Bob Perrin Real Estate Office,
Evenings
759-1881
753-3509 or 436-2882

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a large number of choice 3BR LVRM Kit DINRM
2BR beck duplex edge of residential building lots for UTILRM Lots of cabinets
teem 753-4109
sale both in town and and closets Approximately
county wide selection
1900 sq ft living area and
ALMOST new 2br luxery, Choice of price ranges
full BSMT • GAR 100x295
energy efficient duplex 753-1222
lot Call 753-9376 after
apartment in Westwood
6pm
Appliances furnished
Lease and deposit reBRICK, 3 bedrooms. 2 cerLots
quired No pets 753-7185
amic baths. LR, FR ‘..o
For Sala
for appointment
fireplace, Diningroom,
WOODED lots in Lyn- large kitchen, utility room
NEARLY New 2br 2 bath
nwood Heights Subdivi- double carport, extra corduplex, Northwood Dr Apsion 3 3 miles west of Mur- ner lot 753-4090
pliances furnished garage
ray Hard surfaced roads.
eitopener $450 mo lyr
APPALACHIAN Log Struclease No pets '53-2905 city water, natural gas ca- tures Model home now
blevision reasonably reSMALL 1-Br-lakefront apart- stneted for cottage only _open on Hwy 280E s_Potter
town R
FO-r information
ment in Panorama Shores 753-5841 or 753-1566
appointment
cam.
and
Appliances and Jtilities in436-2040
cluded Fireplace small
deck- Lease, references,
EXCELLENT ,brick ranch
deposit required Ng pets
on quiet street Great for
436-24'84 •
retirees or young family
SMALL furnished apart- 2BR 1 bath Good condi- 2br, 1 bath and beautiful lot
tion 3 miles from Murray on with trees $38,900 MLS
ment Blood River lake
e3544 Contact Kopperud
Coles Campground Rd
$75'mo 436-2427
Realty 753-1222
753-54'84
TAKING applications for
section 8 cent subsidized
apartments 1 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Hilidale Apts
Hardin.. Ky
r call
502 437 41-13 EHO

AKC puppies Various
breeds 615-746-5355

ey

BOB HALEY Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266

1BR near university, no
pets $175/mo 489 2244

BUYS ARE

14 THE CLASS/REDS!
Whether you're in the
market tor a washing
machine or a gym set,
you'll find it in
the

the

4 CAR shop vet office Call
753 4509

DISABILITY MEDIC-RE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
Medicare due to disability we offer an exeellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
Sb25 Part-A deductible as v.ell as 100"i of
Ntetikwe's Part B copayment amount. This
benefit is based' on 20% of the Nledicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay 20'4 of the
S1(10 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are
paid in or out of the hospital. The 1901 rate is
S58.75' per month

YOUNG Guineas for sale
Call 489-2101

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
410

'Doors open at 6 001

Public
Sale

Knights of Columbus Flail
RN 94 west to Jtahisly Robertson Road
south to Sizi Hale Road nght on Sq Hate Road
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
153 0466 P0 Box 1033
Murray

rmlas

FARRIS AUCtOrt Company
W Dan Farris. Auctioneer
P0 Box 149 Hazel KY
(502) 492 87968795 We
appraise and self it all

For more

information :all.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
11opkinsville Federal Savings Building
Tree_ locaLciaiin_service''
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460
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510
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Services
Offered

Used
Cars

Homes
For Sale

530
Services
Offered

Services
Offered

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
1982 BUICK Regal Sun- 1986 PONTIAC 6000 LE. 1988 DODGE Grand Cara- APPLIANCE repair, Electri- PAINTING interior and ex- ROGER Hudson rock haulCUSTOM W000WORK1/4G
roof, good car Must Sell' Fully equipped, very good van LE. pA, pAv, electronic cal & Plumbing repair. Na- tenor. Quality work. Over ing, gravel, sand, dirt, driveAll Types Of:
753-1651 or 489-2266
shape inside and out
compass, p/seats Deluxe tural and LP gas installa- 20 years experience Ralph way rock 753-4545,
Woodworking
Custom
Never been smoked in. stereo system Excellent tion Licenced and Bonded. Worley. 759-4555.
753-6763, 759-1823
1982 MONTE Carlo
753-4684
Several
highway
miles.
/
condition.
Taxable value,
$1000 1979 Chevette
PAINTING-Interior and ExKitchen & Bath Cabinets
$3250 See at Piggly $11,600 Will sell for $7999. BACKHOE Service - ROY terior. Free estimates T.C. Dinh Repair and Main$250 753-9440
-Drop by & see our showroom
tenance
Wiggly front parking lot. 80,000 miles. 753-9786.
Electrical
Cleansystem,
driveHILL Septic
Small repairs. Reasonable
409 SUNBURY MURFIAY ;Behind Bunny Bread
1983 CUTLASS Supreme Call 753-2079 or 759-1559
ing
Sewer.
1210/1212
Main
HOUSE and Lot, 3br, 177
MINIVAN 1987 GMC Sa- ways, hauling, foundations, rates 753-6844
753-5940
489-2711
Street 753-6111 office.
anytime
baths 4 miles from Paris
fari SLE. Excellent condi- etc 759-4664
753-0606
after
5pm.
repairman
with
PLUMBING
Landing Park on Cypress 1984 CAMARO Z-28 Ex- 1987 BUICK LeSabre. tion, 8 passenger, loaded.
BACKHOE service David same day service Call THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Creek Rd $39,500
cellent condition Loaded Electric windows and $6000. 759-1519
Burkeen Septic systems, 436-5255
aluminum gutters, variety
615-359-2683
new tires $4000 Must sell doors. Cruise, tilt, 62,000
basements, foundations,
of colors, Licenoed, inmiles, V-6, 3-8, white with
fi10
753-3532
estiFree
PLUMBING
NICE 3br. 14 bath home
driveways, gravel, dirt,
red cloth inside. Excellent
rrates. Affordable rate sured. Estimate available.
Used
on
acre Has outbuild- 1984 FIERO, clean AC,
rip
rap
placmulch,
sand,
Same day service. All work 759-4690.
Trucks
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
ing and new septic tank sun roof $1500 474-0115 condition. $6500, firm.
ing 474-2103
489-2715.
guaranteed. 492-8816.
Price reasonable
refrigerators - freezers - ,washers - dryers
TUTORING. Pre-school
1978 CHEVY Pick-up. BLOCK, brick, concrete fin1985 BUICK Century lim- 1988 CHEVY Beretta.
437-4244 anytime.
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges.
Good condition 753-8769 ishing. Basements foot- QUALITY CLEANING at a computer orientation.
ited Loaded, good condi
White,
local,
one
owner.
759-4846.
Residenreasonable
price
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
POSSIBLE Owner Financ- bon grey $2500 753-2494
Excellent Condition, Sharp! 1979 CJ5 JEEP 753-0574 ings, garages, drives, tial and Commercial Ask
ing. 4Br, 3 bath home on after 5.30
experience.
VCR
REPAIR:
Wood
VCR
wat•ss.
30yrs
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
Must See 753-6967 after after 5pm.
Plainview Dr. $105,000
13yrs. in Murray area. for Gina Graham, Service Center, deaning*All Repairs Are Guaranteed
59m•
1985 CHEVROLET S-10. 753-5476 Charles Barnett. 753-5210
753-0724
servicing $15; most repairs
1985 CAMARO Z-28
Low
mileage,
good
condiall
WATERFRONT Ky lake loaded, 305, T P I Excel- 1990 PLYMOUTH Laser tion 4-speed. (502) BULLDOZING and back- ROCKY COLSON Home $35; brands. 3rd Street.
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
hoe. 354-8161 after 5pm. Repair. Roofing, siding,
subdivision 4br, 2 bath, lent condition 753-6063 af- RS Turbo. 5-speed, 247-9504 after 5pm.
loaded. Must sell! Call
painting, plumbing, con- Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
Financing available.
w covered dock 354-6006 ter 5pm
753-8651 after 5pm.
crete. Free estimates. Call WILL do plumbing, installa1985 GMC Sierra Classic
1985 CUTLASS Calais Su- ALPINE AM/FM Com- Pick-up. Excellent condi- CHIM Chim Chimney 474-2307,
tion and repairs. All guaran480
preme Good condition, pact Disc in-dash $399.99. tion. One-owner. $5500. Sweeps has 10% senior cititeed. 435-4169.
Auto
zen discounts. We sell chim$3000 753-9866
Sunset Boulevard Music. 382-2696
SEWING machine repair
Services
ney caps and screens. Kenneth Barnhill. WILL do yard work of any
15yr.
Anniversary
Spekind. Also, wood for sale.
NEW and used tires Key 1986 COUGAR, 489-2431 cial. Sunset Boulevard 1985 S-10 4x4, Extended 435-4191.
753-2674
cab. V-8, 350, bored .40
759-4401. Ask for John.
Auto Parts Hwy 1215 after 6pm
Music. Dixieland Shop- over, oversized cam, CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
finishing,
753-5500
WILLIAMS Concrete Ser1986 DAYTONA Shelby Z. ping Center, Chestnut St. Weiand Alum high rise in- and Cooling Service. Com- SHEETROCK
624 N. 4th St., Murray
textured ceilings. Larry vice. Low
tilt, 753-0113.
p/s,
a/c,
5-Speed.
prices, free estiinstallation
and
serplete
take, Holley 650 dpr, Turbo
4190
Chrisman.
492-8742
cruise, power seat wi
mates. 354-9397.
350 Transmission, 4.11 vice Call Gary at
Used
Specializing in front wheel drive,
lumbar, rear defrost, AM'
759-4754.
Stump
SUREWAY
Tree
&
gears,
5,000
mi
on
motor
Care
WORD PROCESSING
FM cassette w/Eq New
overdrive, automatic & standard
and trans., 75,000 on truck. CUSTOM Window Tinting. Removal. Insured with full computer graphics service.
1976 FORD Granada tires 62,000 miles. Very
transmissions.
3 inch lift, 31x1050 tires. "All Types of Windows.' line of equipment including, Term papers. resumes, legal/
'GHIA" 4-door. Auto, V-8, good condition $5200
$6,000 firm. (502) Homes. businesses, cars, 60ft aerial trucks and brush medical, graphics- and banWe Service What We Sell
air, power and new tires OBO 753-4260
assure a safer
753-8764.
boats. Fade/scratch resis- chipper. To
ners. Reasonable rates.
AM/FM cassette 95,000
operation at a lower com- 759-4992.
* FREE ESTIMATES *
1987 DODGE Power Ram tant. Free estimates, very petitive cost. Free estiactual miles Good me- CAR Stereo Installation
50, 4x4, 5-speed, tan, reasonable Call anytime mates without obligation. WILL blow out gutters.
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty
chanically and body $725 753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
49,500 miles, a/c, stereo 762-3341, 762-2806.
Day or rite, 753-5484
Music Murray's Alpine Car
OBO *5-4327
753-8908.
cassette, bed liner. Sharp. DAVIDSON Roofing. New
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
1976 MERCURY Comet. Center, 1 block from MSU
$5800. 492-8899.
roofs and repairs. Tear offs
3-speed on column, has donna.
1988 TOYOTA Conversion and re-roofs. Written guarless than 74,000 miles
Truck. 753-0768 after 5pm. antee Local references.
LIKE New. 1981 Ford LTD,
$400. 753-3435.
753-5812
18,240 miles. 4-door, p/s,
1990 FORD F-150 Lariet
1978 MERCURY Grand auto, V-8, air, color medium
5-speed, overdrive, V-8,
Marquis Excellent condi- fawn metallic Estate of
ARIAL Builders. No job too
loaded. 27,000 miles.
tion All power $850
Forest Boyd, $5850.
Mnall. Remodeling, pole
753-2951, 753-6556.
474-0115
753-2633, 8:30 to 5:00pm.
barn, additions and new
SLICK! 1967 Chevy Step- home construction.
1979 CHEVY Monte Carlo
MUST Sell 1990 Pontiac
side 350, 4-speed, excel- 436-5272.
White, 2-door, fair condi- Grand Am LE, 19,000
lent condition $3300 Call DRYWALL, finishing, retion $500 502-759-9826
miles, one owner, 2-door,
753-0269. Serious inquires pairs, additions and blow1980 CUTLASS 4-door, automatic, grey. Take over
only.
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
payments. 753-7040 benice 74,000 miles $1395
tween 2pm-8pm only
437-4723
LICENSED for electric,
520
gas, refrigeration. installaBoats
tion and repair. Free esti& Motors
mates. 753-7203.
1965 RUNABOUT in good EXPERIENCED roofing
condition with 75hp Evin- and painting. New roofs,
rude OB in excellent condi- tear offs and re-roofs. Free
tion. $1000. Call James at estimates. 474-2021 or
foundation,'
Block, brick, stone, complete
435-4425.
436-2731.
concrete work,sidewalks & patios covered
1986 24' PONTOON FENCE sales at Sears
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
w/1988 Johnson 88HP mo- now. Call Sears 753-2310
tor. Call 759-1855 after for free estimate for your
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
5Pm.
needs.
Call 527-8275 or 489-2149
1987 18'POLAR Kraft boat GENERAL Repair: plumbFor A Job Done Right Because We
wf75HP Merc. %YAM and ing, roofing, tree work.
trim, live well, depth finders 436-2642.
Guarantee Our Work.
and trolling motor. Call
GERALD WALTERS.
759-1855 after 5pm.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paintHousehold • Guns • Boat • Real Estate
24FT CREST II Pontoon ing. Free estimates. 18
Boat. 75HP Johnson. New years experience. Local retop, floor and carpet, excel- ferences. 489-2267.
Saturday. Sept 28. 1991, 10 AM.
lent condition. $4000
GUTTERING By Sears:
753-8809.
"Shorty"
Redden
Estate
Mr. Earnest
Sears residential and comSelling at the homeplace of the late Mr. Earnest "Shorty"
75HP EVINRUDE out- mercial continuous gutters
Redden. Located .7 mile west of Cuba, Ky. on old Water
board motor. Excellent installed for your specificaValley Road. Follow Auction Arrows.
Condition. $700 Call tions. Call Sears 753-2310
HOUSEHOLD
James at 435-4425.
for free estimate.
Antique cedar chest • cocktail table • hide-a-bed couch
Mtirray
TWO
17ft
boats,
$4
95/ea
table
•
4•
curio
cabinet
•
typing
(new) • 2 end tables
HADAWAY Construction .
One 17tt boat, motor and Home remodeling, paintdrawer chest• lamps • radio • stereo • 21" console color
trailer, $2500 OBO. $3000 ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
IV • La-Z-Boy recliner • platform rocker • 3-piece
takes all three 759-9710, floor covering. No job too
bedroom suite complete with queen size mattress and
ask for John
springs (1 yr. old)• 2 antique end tables • wash stand •
small. 436-2052.
electric healers•fans• Kerosun heater•antque drop-leaf
530
dining table w/4 chairs • rocker w/pals • spreads •
HANDYMAN will do plumbSarrkee
biankets • sleePng bag • 2 pair binoculars • upright
.,
mg, electric and carpentry.
Offered
freezer • refrigerator • dishes • glassware • cookware Reasonable rates.
small appliances • pressure cooker • flatware • child's
A1A FIREWOOD and 753-9838.
rocker • pictures • drapes • wash bowl & pitcher set, etc
Landscaping Tree removal
GUNS
HAULING, yard work, tree
and trimming 492-8254.
Marlin 22 rifie • Browning 16-gauge shotgun • Winchester
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
removal, mowing. Free es*100 30-Cal nfle yr/scope • Remington 12 & 16-gauge
Al TREE Service. Stump timates. 759-1683.
And Save For A Handy Reference)
shotgun (Sportsman)• Army 45 pistol wiglass handles &
removal and spraying. Free
HOUSECLEANING,
Refernoisier • 3 leather gun cases • gun rack.
estimates. 753-0906 after
0
Commercial
TOOLS
5pm ; 759-9816, 753-0495. ences provided Call
and
Rhonda, 759-9668
Sockets • open and boxed wrenches • bench grinder • to
AFFORDABLE Security
Residential
vise • hyd lack •come alai()• power saw • drills •sprayer
Systems available for both INSULATION Blown In By
• grease guns • pipe wrenches • electric sander•shears James C. Gallirnore
home and office 5 year Sears: TVA approved.
nand saws• chain saw wicase•gas & oil cans•aluminum
those
high
heating
Save
on
Electric Seruice
guaranwarranty, 100%
and wood ladders • lawn and garden bols • weed eater •
and cooling bills. Call Sears
Phone
of
your
own
peace
teed.
For
Box 1075
Ht.
8,
auto ramps • wheelbarrow • metal tool boxes • metal
(502)759 1835
mind, call RC Enterprise, 753-2310 for free estimate.
Murray, KY 421)71
shelves • 100' extension cord • etc.
395-7615.
MISCELLANEOUS
KITCHEN CABINET REPicnic table w/2 benches • kettle type grill • electric gnIl ALPHA Builders - Carpen- COVERY existing doors &
B&B rechargeable flashlight • electric bug killer light •
try, remodeling, porches. frames with woodgrain forResidential Painting
movie screen & slides • water hoses • patio table • metal
roofing, concrete drive- mica, all colors Free estiinterior - Exterior
iawn chairs • power mower • Craftsman riding mower •
ways, painting, mainte- mates. Wulff's Recovery
Murray.
436-5560
rear-tine tiller • moveable ex12' storage building •
435-4268
Phone
nance, etc Free estimates.
Wm. Gantry
moveable bus body for storage•deer stand • rods & reels
489-2303
lit 4 Boa I77A, Morey, Ky. 42071
A LICENSED electrical
• life pckets• assortment fishing equipment• depth finder
C.
GALcontractor:
JAMES
ANY
remodeling
painting
trailer
wewench
•
16'
Wizard
fiberglass
boat
&
little
dude
•
Remodeling & -Repair
& roofing References LIMORE ELECTRIC. Com40 HP Evenrude electric start motor wttanks.
GUTTERS
Specialist
residential,
fast
mercial
and
759-1110
REAL ESTATE
Seamless
efficient
sercourteous
and
3-8/10 acres with 24'x60 double-wide mobile home
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: vice. 759-1835.
Aluminum Gutters
consisting of 2 bedrooms, 2 full baths, large combination
New Construction, Home Improvements
802 Chestnut St.
Factory trained by 3 major
-Installed
kitchen-dining-living room w/bar, garbage disposal,
Home Inspections
manufacturers Most parts MITCHELL Paving Seal
co
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30
Hours:
-Repaired
refrigerator, range, dishwasher, complete with mini
Ceramic Tile & Hardwood Floor Installation
in stock7on my truck All coating and hauling Over
Si
753-8181
-Cleaned
blinds, vinyl tilt windows, central air & tteat • attached
Phone (602)753-7192
Lynal Hood
work and parts warranted 30yrs experience Free escarport • new roof and 4 submergible well • 10' Uniden
Ask for Andy at The Ap- timates 753-1537 or
satellite system. This is a super nice set up and a quality
753-1221
pliance Works 753-2455
home with large open lawn. This fine real estate will sell at
MURRAY Fence Co Chain
Ltc
IL•cr .
APPLIANCE SERVICE
12:30 p.m. with a 20% deposit and balance and
Remodeling, garages, decks., porches. ci.iirrial,
4
iikg
Septic Tanks, Sewers & Haulin
Kenmore Westinghouse, link fence, dog keriblels, reHome maintenance
possession widelivery of deed or within 30 days A erefences.
link
work,
chain
Aubrey Hatcher
Call lls Anytime
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- sidential, commercial Free
auction inspection is.invited by contacting selling agent or
13111 Calvert-Greg Bradshaw
estimates
753-985
or
Bobby
Hopper,
perience
Mrs. Betty Redden
Tom Thurman
753-3254
TERMS:Cash or good personalized check with proper ID
436-5848
Chris Bearden, Bus Mgr
& Affidavit on personal property. Plenty of shade • Bring
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr
your own chair • Lunch catered by The Smith Family
Catering Service of Farmington, Ky.
Beef
For Further Inixmabon Contact tit Betty Redden, Execute
Cut
or
Pound
the
By
Rt 2, VArkp, Ky 502-382-2210
DISPOSAL SERVICE

GREAT Retirement Home
Totally redecorated 3br, 2
baths plus basement Convenient county location
$38 900 MLS #3543 Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

APPLIANCE REPAIR

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
Mathis Transmission
Service
753-6374

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY
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ESTATE AUCTION

11 Geo Man- -2,087
11 Toyota Cade-Di-0X
10 Chevy lumie
10 Ford Tams 1Vgn
10 Ileroly Sable
190 Ford Tezrus........$7,987
'89 Ford
$6,987
19 Mercury Sable,......$6,987
'89 Toyota Celts ST,.......$887
'89 Toyota Cressida__ $14,817
'19 Toyota Cade DX.....$7/87
19 Nissan 240 U.....$10,487
$6,787
19 Toyota
'89 Toyota Calory.... $11,487
11 Dodce kies Yip
18 Chrisle LeBacc...... $8,987
18 Toyota Coral FX...$5,487
17 Mazda
17 Mewl
13,987
17 Olds Oztlass Sup...$5/187
'87 Toy, Carty lYgn.._ $6,487
17 Chevrolet Cekaity...$1,487
16 Handl Accad 01.35,487
'86 Chevy Cavalier Cm,15,417
Os Cuts Calais.$3,917
15 Toyota MR1,-. -$4,917
15 Toyota Cary LL.$5,487
15 Toyota Corola US_ $5,417
15 Toyota Corolla 11..34,987
TWOti Tercel SRL.$2r987
14 Mercury Caqu......12,487
'84 Toyota Cada....$4,987
'84 Chevrolet Caprice...087
13 TVOIII Cressida....$3,987
13 Patient°
$3,987
13 Pcetec Pheonix
12 Ply, Reliant
12 Toyota Corot....S2,287
12 Oids Wass Sup.41,967
12 Bud leStre......„ s2407

We do work 2 days in advance to better serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by
Ledger & Times

Poison Control
753-7588
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
762-1100

Gentry Painting Co.

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952

HOOD CONSTRUCTION CO.

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
759-4685

Randy Thornton Co.

ALPHA BUILDERS

Auction Conducted By

Donnie Jackson
Apprentice Auctioneer

TAL 46 Gun 4367
List with us for Professional Serum,
We do Appreciate your Business

Household • Guns • Boat • Real Estate

Service
Kentucky:
753-7318
In

Dependable, Guaranteed

Ainley Auction & Realty Sales

ThomasiTim Bretton

I 113111

Vane

I

1979 CHEVY Conversion
Van Excellent condition
Low miles. Many Extas
436-2858.

LAKE 110ME: Year round living on Ky Lake Not lake
front hut only A rucks throw away. Two lots with large
trees Three bedrooms and one bath with a separate mini
living area that has its own bath 12x12 outbuilding and
much much more. $36,(0).00

Roberts Realty
414 So. 12th St.

753.1651

489-2303

FOR SALE
Lean & Extra Lean

PDQ

TOYOTA

Ky. 502-472-0886

CALN
Via) Do'

CATHY

BRAND-NE
BUT I CAP
TH. THE LE

classified department

0

Fulton,

CALVIN

Dial-A-Service

'88 Fad Range XI.T.....15,917
18 Toyota
17 Plpouth Vcyger 11,38,487
17 Toyota 44
.......13,987
16 Toloo
Il
.
"
"
T
'86 Fed Bronco 4:4.$787
16 Toyota
15 Dodge Rani
15 Toyota 414....
14 Dodge Ram Charger -13,987
14 Toyota
14 Dodge Ram 50...0..2,987

Robert Ainley
T A L 46, Piim 367
Auclkoneer-Broker-liquidator
901.4793713

NOW 11.401
Bi-SNES

Now that we are entering, our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

TRUCKS

Col

BLOND'

Silver Meadow's Ranch
435-4136

FOR BE
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Looking Back

Today is Monday. Sept. 23, the 266th day of 1991. There are 99 days
left in the year. Autumn arrived at 8:48 a.m. EDT.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 23, 1779, during the Revolutionary War, the American warship Bon Homme Richard, commanded by John Paul Jones, defeated the
HMS Serapis after Jones reportedly declared: "I have not yet begun to
fight!"
On this date:
In 63 B.C., Caesar Augustus was born in Rome.
In 1642, Arlarvard College in Cambridge, Mass., held its first
commencement.
In 1780, British spy John Andre was captured along with papers revealing Benedict Arnold's plot to surrender West Point to the British.
In 1806, the Lewis and Clark expedition returned to St. Louis from the
Pacific Northwest.
In 1846, the planet Neptune was discovered by German astronomer
Johann Gottfried Galle (gah'-luh).
In 1912, Mack Sennett's first Keystone short subject, a "split-reel" of
two comedies starring Mabel Normand and Ford Sterling, was released.
In 1926, Gene Tunney scored a ten-round decision over Jack Dempsey
to win the world heavyweight boxing title in Philadelphia.
Teia years ago: Secretary of State Alexander M. Haig met for more than
four hours in New York with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A. Gromyko
in the first high-level superpower meeting since President Reagan took
office. The Reagan administration announced plans for what became
known as "Radio Marti."
Five years ago: Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze told the
U.N. General Assembly a superpower summit was a "realistic possibility." Controversy erupted as Japanese newspapers quoted Prime Minister
Yasuhiro Nakasone as saying minorities lowered America's "intelligence
level"(a party spokesman said Nakasone was actually referring to America's literacy level).
One year ago: Iraq threatened to destroy Middle East oil fields and
attack Israel if other nations tried to force it from Kuwait. South African
President F.W. de Klerk arrived in the U.S. for talks with President Bush.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Mickey Rooney is 71. Singer Ray Charles is
61. Singer Julio Iglesias is 48. Actress-singer Mary Kay Place is 44. Rock
star Bruce Springsteen is 42.
Thought for Today: "Education is hanging around until you've caught
on.' —Robert Frost, American poet (1874-1963).

Ten years ago
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
recently hosted an area doll club
meeting at Kenlake State Resort
Park. Guests were from Pennyrile
Club, Hopkinsville, and Queen
City Doll Club, Clarksville, Tenn.
Murray State University Racers
beat Youngstown, Ohio, 13 to 9 in
a football game.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. E.W. Dennison, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Greg Bogard,
Aug. 27.
In high school football games,
Calloway County High School
Lakers beat Lone Oak 14 to 6, and
Murray High School Tigers beat
Fulton City 35 to 0.
M.C. Garrott writes about Paul
and Pat Kiesow and their impressions of Japan in his twice-a-week
column, "Garrott's Galley," in The
Murray Ledger & Times.
Twenty years ago
The current dark tobacco crop in

Calloway County is probably one
of the heaviest bodied crops to be
harvested in several years. according to Ted Howard, farm extension
agent for Calloway County.
Marshall Jones, retiree of U.S.
Diplomatic Service with 25 years
of service, spoke at a meeting of
Murray Civitan Club.
Ray Brownfield, vice president
of Peoples Bank, spoke about
"Public Relations" at a meeting of
Murray Business and Professional
Women's Club held at Murray
Woman's Club House. He was
introduced by Betty 0. Vinson.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Frankic Underhill, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James Allen
Davis, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Chuck Rounds and a boy .to Mr.
and Mrs. Gene Rickman, Sept. 15.
Thirty years ago
A new 1600-book capacity bookmobile will be in operation now to
serve .all schools and store stations-

in Murray and Calloway County.
according to Margaret Trevathan,
bookmobile librarian for MurrayCalloway County Library. Dr. J.B. Dover of Hazel has been
named as a director of First District
of Kentucky Association of Chiropractors at a meeting held at
Paducah.
Glen H. McKinney, seaman.
U.S. Navy, son of Glen C. McKinney, is serving aboard heavy cruiser, USS Newport News in Mediterranean Sea.
The Rev. Martin Mattingly has
been appointed as the first full time
pastor of St. Leo's Catholic
Church, Murray.
Births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Hampton Boggess and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Guthrie.
Forty years ago
The Silver Star for Gallantry has
been awarded to Cpl. James Robinson while serving- in Korea.

Helen Bamett, Gayle Douglass,
Sue Carolyn Richardson, Marinell
Myers, Martha Clark Story, Judith
Morton, Maudie Carr, Julia Beach,
Linda Beach, Aleta Cunningham
and Marilyn Walker received ribbons for clothing items sent to
Kentucky State Fair, Louisville. by
Calloway County 4-H Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Arnold and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Grooms, Sept. 12; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Lee Brittian. Sept. 13.
A total of 3,736 people went
through the Kentucky Mobile XRay Unit while in Murray Sept. 5.
6,-7, 40-and II.

Dear Abby
DEARABBY:Our42-year-old son
and his wife live in the same city
with us. We never make demands on
them and are self-sufficient and able
to take care of our needs. We do,
however, enjoy seeing them, and
invite them tojoin us for dinner from
time to time.
They never drop in, but we would
be delighted if they would. My husband and I never go to them uninvited, and they rarely invite us over.
When friends or relatives visit us

It upsets us nuTibly that our adult themselves. What are pair t hoUght
from out of town, we would like to
include our son and his wife and ask son can't understand that family on this. Abby?
them to share a meal. But when we relationships mean a lot to us. and
C AR!NG P.\It E NTS
do. they seem very annoyed and re- we would he proud to haveour friends
DEAR PARENTS: For whatsentful and claim that our guests are and relatives meet him and his wife.
ours, and they don't want to be When he and his brothers were ever reason, your son is not ingrowing up. our home_ was always terested in maintaining a
bothered.
relationship with you or "the
I occasionally coax them by tell- open to all their friends.
He is a nice and pleasant person. relatives." Too bad he has never
ing them that if they would come,
they are free to leave anytime and hut he refuses to give of himself. We learned the joy of doing somedon't have to give up.the whole can't seem to make him understand thing for the sheer pleasure it
evening. I try to he thoughtful — that caring adults sometimes make affords- others. Your "nice.
they call it "manipulative.-

an effort to please others — not just

BLON DIE
ALL WIVES T1-IINK
LIKE
EXCEPT COC2A,

pleasant" son is also selfish.

DEAR ABBY. This is in r..,ponse
to 'Puzzled in Florida- w he couldn't
decide how to list her daughter's
race,since she is half-white and halfChinese.
I am a white American: my wife is
a black -Jamaican. When I tilled out
the census form. I. too, was puzzled.
Our sons are neither whi.te nor black
—certainly not Oriental —and-much
more is implied by "other.Our oldest son resolved the priihtem by saying. "Dad. we are •biraciar-- A group ofsimilar kids and teachers in his high school formed a 7hiracial- social club and coined the term.
It is an obvious and correct answer.
Sign me as ...
BILL K.. STATEN ISLAND. N.Y.

Daily Comics
NOW THAT BLONDIE'S IN ---,
BUSINESS SwE REALLY kAs
A OiFFERENT
ATTITL#OE ASOuT
#
MONEY

James F. Hughes, chief storekeeper, USN, son of Mr..' and Mrs.
T.F. Hughes, is serving on destroyer escort, USS Emerson. in the Far
East.

wtr-i CORA,NO MATTER
WHERE 'T COMES
FROM, IT'S ALL
i#4ERS

CALVIN and HOBBES
BIG IMPORTANT SEC-REV
THINGS! C.43 AWAY!
GET LOST !-

t, CALIN V4VIAT Pd2E.
VOl) DOING

\
1\A

Nal

DOING
GA1 IGS
/VIRE N MING

ZGAT;
DANINIKOR
IAEAD! MAkel
CARES VW
`40/
1
4.1 DO
ANYWN1!

fUti

I-W5N
'IN DONT KNOW
AWNING

DEAR READERS:The"Carole
and Rick in Delaware," whose
wedding invitations contained
an insert suggesting that a check
made out to the Chutzpah Travel
Agency toward a Hawaiian honeymoon would be appreciated,
are not Carole and Rick Rate!.
The recently wed Carole and
Rick Ratel of Delaware also had
a Hawaiian honeymoon — but it
was paid for in advance as a gift
from the father of the bride.
I am indebted to Mrs.Patricia
E. McDaniels of Newark, Del..
the mother of the bride, tin- setting the record straight.

•

•

pee

I. 11-10TINT
\‘‘k NERE
12,CRED OJT
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SKULLS

,S,
4
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4)

tf
leW
•
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r"71
CATHY
BRAND-NEW PANTS—PERFEGT,
BUT I CAN'T WEAR THEM UNTIL THE LEGS ARE SHORTENED.

BRAND-NEW SUIT... PERFECT,
BUT I CAN'T WEAR IT UNTIL
THE SLEEVES AND SKIRT ARE
SHORTENED..

THAT DOES IT! I SHOPPED. I
BOUGHT. I TRIED. I AM
WEARING rnkt SAME, TIRED
OLD CLOTHES JUST BECAUSE
EVERY NEW THING NEEDS
TO BE SHORTENED !!!

•

SWERTSUIT WITH
CHARGE CARD
RECEIPTS STAPLED
TO IT. VERY
INTERESTING.

IT'S NW
NEW FALL
LOOK:
"FASHION
PENDING".

Aug. 11, 1959: In the heart of the Bolivian jungle,
archaeologists discover an ancient
and heretofore unknown sacrificial altar.

(
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Crosswords

.110111..

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

LizfeeH,uJlif
L

tqmser

DPW-SSE:DWI)

L

t

WSTUFF IS IN
(
_
IPIE DRVER__,

GeTTING LATE. ;TSK -I DoNT,..KNck)
101-iftr?Il-THal WED
CAN'T YCL)RTION
wtIV we
is:ct<11-1E SAME !!
flu
80PETH!NG ELSE?
DON'T
JUSToPi
FcR 9CHcoLMCf41.-Evenlor48
ONiFoRt48',
WERRING-IIGHTS
RN' TS
(

,
•
)11
4
1111

GARFIELD

Ims
:4111(
4
#16

4ftor%

ONE. SUGAR
OR TWO?

1

DECISIONS!
DECISION!
DECISIONS!
DO 1 HAVE TO
DO EVERYTHING
AROUND •

HERE?!

•NEM

43 Tangle
. 45 Get under
one's —
46 Perry
Mason's
forte
48 Characteristic
50 The self
51 Mine
entrance
53 Brazilian
estuary
55 Proceed
56 Retreat
59 Low:
scurrilous
61 Piece of bed
linen
62 Freshet

1 Lasso
6 Engine
11 Basement
12 Traps
14 "— the
World
Turns"
15 Entreaty
17 Transported
with delight
18 Burst
20 Finished
23 — Durocher
24 Goddess ot
discord
26 Snake
28 Article
29 Precipitous
31 Locate
33 Fruit pie
35 Narrate
36 Fashion
consultant
39 Checks
42 Alternate
word

DOWN

4

5

6

11

12
15

14

8519

16
2O5521
26

25

24

0

31

295U130

-en

34

33
36

PEANUTS

37

38

43

42

46

5i

35
-

5555
47

56

44

48

55
.URi
52

53

57

611.1

D BEI

A R

59

LO Ce1i
IKE
DIM
L I
0 01

GUM MOOG
E T

US DOOM
MOM 111000 El
MUOU DDEI101
MUGU MOM
UM MUM
IN
El BEIGO BEIG
EIDGO BLUM CIO
MOM DUE112
Lou woLD A DA'
E R•R

0

E IS

mountain
4 Story
5 Omni. for one
6 Best Actress
for 1982
inuts.
7 Running
8 Sailor

1 Vacation
place
2 Negative
prefix
3 High

MI 3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

10
, L T

coiioq

9 Spoken
10 Iterate
11 Sleeveless
cloaks
13 Rock
16 Sums up
19 Devoutness
21 Redact
10
7
9
8
22 Hinder
25 Fur-bearing
13
animals
27 Regulations
30 Publish
17
32 Similar
hi
2355 34 Former
Russian ruler
36 — system
27
28
37 Barters
38 Snare
32
40 Trifle
41 Hair net
44 Falsifiers
47 "Late Night
40 41
39
— David
Letterman
49 Journey
45
52 Stalemate
54 Arabian
49
garment
57 Note of scale
55
54
58 ,Latin
coniunction
60
60 Near

II
555
55
511
II

62

Stumped? Get;the answers you need by
calling "Dial-a-Word" at 1-900-454-3535
and then dialing 702 95c per minute;
Touch-Tone or rotary Phones.

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. GOTT. I was diagnosed
with EBV six yeas age by My internist
who moved away. My new doctor
doesn't know enough about EBV to
treat me. and I still suffer frequent
bouts of sore throay. generalized pain.
cold sores and a rash. Do you have any,
7
recommendations"
MAR READER' Chronic EpsteinBarr Virus infection is believed by
some people to cause a syndrome of
cyclic fatigue. malaise, sore throat
and swollen glands. The virus is the

cause of acute mononucleosis, but experts now believe that long-standiqg
infection is a rare cause of the chroqic
fatigue syndrome. Many healthy persons have positive blood tests for EBV
iindicating past infection). and some
chronic-fatigue sufferers have negative EBV tests. Thus, the relation between EBV and chronic fatigue is
speculative at best.
Moreover, being a virus. EBV is untreatable. Therefore. I'm sorry to say
that I side with your new doctor. who
is probably skeptical mot raisinformed I about your presumed EBV
infection
The fact that you have repeated
-cold sores" may be the clue to your

malady. however. Non-EBV herpes
viruses can cause the symptoms you
describe. Marked by recurring crops
of painful blisters in the mouth or
genital area, herpes can lead to sore
throat, fever, malaise, exhaustion and
swollen glands The diagnosis is established by a virus culture of the active lesions.
If, indeed. you do have herpes. the
affliction can be controlled or prevented by using the prescription -antiherpes agent Zovirax (acyclovirl
Bring this to-your doctor's attention. I
suspect he or she wAll confirm what
I've said and will initiate the appropriate testing and therapy.
For people who exercise in cities,
Bryant Stamford. Ph 0..(professor of
Allied Health, School of Medicine.
.University of Louisville. Ky I suggests
the following precautions. which I
have modified.
• Avoid exercise during peak traffic hours and during times when the
sun is bright. ,.
• Respect air-pollution alerts and
modify exercise accordingly.
•Exercise in open areas: where air
currents circulate freely, and avoid
exertion under shade trees. which
sequester pollutants
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Man charged in army reservist's death

Obituaries
Gilbert (Pop) Colson
Gilbert (Pop) Colson. 88, Rt. 10.
Benton. died Saturday at 2:38 a.m.
at Marshall County Hospital.
Benton.
A retired carpenter, he was a
member of Pleasant Hope Baptist
Church.
His wife was the late Mrs. Momca Haynes Colson.
Born Dec. 22. 1903. in Calloway
Counts. he was the son of the late
Cas Colson and Betty Smith
Colson.
Mr. Colson is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Earnestine Mathis
and Mrs. Betty Wilson. Benton:

four sons. Edgar Colson. George
Colson. Herman Colson and Paul
Colson, all of Benton; two sisters,
Mrs. Reba Herndon and Mrs. Ilene
Rogers, Murray.
Also surviving are 16 grandchildren. 17 great-grandchildren and
two great/great-grandchildren.
Services are today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev.
Haynes (Tom) Wilson is
officiating.
Burial will follow in Maple
Springs Cemetery.

Mrs. Susan Kirwan McDevitt
Mrs. Susan Kirwan McDevitt.
90, died Sunday at 2:35 p.m. at her
home, 915 Sycamore St,'Murray.
Her husband, Dr. Coleman J.
McDevitt Jr., a Murray physician.
died in 1952.
Mrs. McDevitt was active in civic affairs of Murray and Calloway
County. She was a Democratic party delegate to two national conventions. She was also active in the
work of the American Red Cross.
Born July 2, 1901, in Louisville,
she.. was the daughter of the late

Martin Kirwan and Margaret Sullivan Kirwan.
Survivors include one son, Coleman J. McDevitt Jr., Virginia; three
grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Calloway County
Public Library.

Calvin Robert Chandler
Calvin Robert Chandler, 78, died
Saturday at 2:05 p.m. at his home,
Rt. 5, Box 1284, Murray.
He was a retired farmer and also
retired from Kentucky Highway
Department. He was a member of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Born March 21, 1913, in Carlisle
County. he was the son of the late
Lee Poke Chandler and Bertha May
Holder Chandler. He also was preceded in death by two sisters and
one brother.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Virginia Scott Chandler, to whom he
was married (in Dec. 19, 1953;
three daughters, Mrs. Barbara Jean
Lindsey and husband, Tom, Memphis. Tenn., Mrs. Shirley Byasee
Investments Since 1854

Stock Market
Report
Prices as ot 9 AM
Price

Chg

Dov. Jones Ind. Avg........... +8.05
DJ1A Previous Close......301923
65'14 +1/8
Air Products
A.T.C. Class A...........47B 471/4A
A T & T........................381/1 +3/8
Bank of Murray'.................200B
501/. -1/.
Bell South
36'!. -1/4
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysier.....-....-...............103/a -1/4
Dean Foods................... 333/s unc.
59 unc.
Exxon
29 unc.
Fisher Price
291/2 unc.
Ford Motor
..693/8 +1/1
General Electric...
367/1 +1/4
General Motors
441/4 +14
Goodrich
431/2 unc.
Goody ear
1041/2 +1/4
1 B M
491/2 4-3/,
Ingersoll Rand.........
4.3s/g +1/8
K-Mart
243/4 -1/4
Ky. Utilities
unc.
Kroger......................
L G & E ........... .............45 unc.
33'e +1/2
McDonalds
51 +11/4
J.C. Penney
21 1/2B 22A
Peoples First"....
583/s +3/2
Quaker Oats
5731i Jr.
Schering-Plough.......
391/4 unc.
Sears
613/4 +1/4
Texaco
823/a +1/2
Time Warner
481/2 unc.
UST
4954 unc.
Wal-Mart

6,

and husband, Willard, Reidland,
and Mrs. Phylis Ann Colley and
husband, James, Bloomington,
Ind.; six sons, M.E. Chandler and
wife, Melvta, Birmingham, Ala.,
Randall Chandler, Lone Oak. Larry
Chandler, Arlington, Darrell
Chandler and wife, Amarylis,
Wickliffe, Donnie Chandler and
wife, Lara, Bardwell, and Craig
Chandler and wife, Teresa, Murray.
Also surviving are two stepdaughters, Mrs. Peggy Noel and
husband, Dalton, Murray, and Mrs.
Patsy_ McMeen . and husband,
Hubert, Carbondale, Ill.; one stepson, Douglas Shaw and wife, Janet,
Murray; one brother, Raymond
Chandler and wife, Janice, Memphis, Tenn.; 12 grandchildren; five
stepgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Roy Gibson is
officiating and Regina Peeler is
organist.
Pallbearers are James Gregory
Hendricks, Glenn Cothran, Steve
Rogers, Dalton Noel, Douglas
Shaw and Gary Ahart.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.

General Assembly
members' salaries
for 1990 announced
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Here are the amounts paid to local
members of the Kentucky General
Assembly in 1990.
The salaries include payments
for attending legislative meetings.
The expenses include the daily
allotment paid during legislative
sessions, the monthly expense
allowance when not in session and
one weekly round trip to Frankfort
during sessions. Travel payments
include all travel in- and out-ofstate when the legislature is not in
session.
Members who were not serving
during 1990, and those who were
serving but are no longer in the
legislature, are not included.

SENATE
Greg Higdon, D-Fancy Farm;
Salary $14,000; Expenses
$17,667.76; Travel $4,273.10; Total $36,940.86.

Mrs. Marie Davis
Mrs. Marie Davis, 70, Mecham
Lane, Paducah. died Saturday at
5:25 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.
The widow of Herman Davis.
she was a dietary aide for Sanders
Retirement Center, Paducah. Mrs.
Davis was a member of Rosary
Chapel, Paducah.
Born in Decatur, Ill., she was the
daughter of the late F.M. Cavanaugh and Margaret Shweiss
Cavanaugh.
Survivors include one daughter.
Mrs. Ada Garland. Paducah; one
son, Darrell Davis, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. Helen Cornwell, St.
Petersburg, Fla.; four grandchildren, Michael Davis, Shawn Davis,
Michelle Kirkpatrick and Mylinda
Fuller; two great-grandchildren,
Nicholas Kirkpatrick and Felicia
Fuller.
Funeral rites are today at 1 p.m.
in the chapel of Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah. The Rev. Kevin
Osborne and the Rev. Van Willett
are officiating.
Burial will follow in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.

HOG MARKET
Federal-State Market News Service September 23,199
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 4
Buying Station;Receiptx Act541,FA 301 Barrows& Cilte
1.00-1.75 lower, Sews 1.00 lather.
$O 00-4525
LS 1-2 230-25$ lbs
0644.50
US 1-2 210-234 Ii.
sea i645.00
LS 2-3 230-244 e
$43.511.44.50
US'3-4 246-274 be
Sows
134110-35.00
US 1-2 279-350 lbe
Su 01135 00
LS 1-3 310-400 a.
0111-36.00
US 1-3 401-525
837.110-411.00
US 1-3 525 and up
51300-34.00
US 2-3 391-910 I.
Boers S27.1*-32.011

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Police went to a nightclub to question patrons in the death of an
Army reservist, but they didn't
expect to make an arrest, a detective said.
Police arrested Leslie Edwin
Timms, 23, of Clarksville and an
employee at the ClarksVegas nightclub, early Friday. He was charged
in the death of, Pfc. Edward Scott
Faron, 22.
"We were just out there questioning people when we stumbled
onto something," said Detective
Philip Ward. "We really didn't go
out there expecting to make an
arrest."
Faron was assigned to Fort
Campbell, Ky., to work with the

Florence A. Blanchfield Army
Community Hospital's Medical
Holding Company while he
recuperated from injuries suffered
during the Persian Gulf War.
A member of the 125th U.S.
Army Command, Faron was
injured Feb. 25 when his barracks
in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, was hit
by an Iraqi Scud missile in an
attack that killed 27 Americans.
He was survived by his wife,
Lone Faron, of Cookeville.
Faron and Timms met while they
were assigned to the medical holding company at Fort Campbell,
Ward said. But Fort Campbell officials said they had no information

Murray Middle band council

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
24" Deep Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
r

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Graham speaks
at New York's
Central Park
NEW YORK (AP) — Despite its
"vitality and variety," New York
City is "the loneliest place in the
world," evangelist Billy Graham
told 250,000 people during his first
crusade in the city in 21 years.
"People get increasingly irritable and pushy in their effort to
guard their own turf. There's little
space for others, let alone God. To
be without God in New York is to
be terribly lonely," the 72-year-old
Baptist evangelist told the crowd
Sunday on the Great Lawn of Central Park.
Still, Graham said he loves the
city and its 7 million people "and
so does God."
It was the largest crowd ever at
one of Graham's North American
crusades, his spokesman said.

about Timms being connected with
that unit.
Faron had been missing since
Sept. 13, when he failed to report
to his unit, police said. His body
was found Tuesday afternoon
behind the nightclub.
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Practical Features.
Practical Performance.
Practical Price.
Toshiba's
New BD-2810
Personal
Business Copier!

Recommended by: Buyers Guide
:Aok Your Neighbors
About 7hoir Toshiba"

118 N. 7th St. Mnyliald, Ky.
1-800433-7296 Inside Ky.
1-800-858-0492 Outside Ky.

Finally, a compact caper that mates sense for business,
-4 complete Edge to-Edpe Copes per Minute
-99 Copes par Run - n Statement. Letter, or Legal &zoo
.Dependable Straigni Paper Path!
•Versaule 2-Way Paper Supply!
Plus Cartridge AusoToner, Easy Operation, Optional
Color Copying all in a sysiem Mats barely
8 inches amain'
Get practical about your business copying and
your cops( budget'
Gm Toshiba's new 130-2810 personal busmen copier
You,love the perlormance (and Me pencil)!

TOSHIBA

DVVAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.
1984 Chevy Custom
Deluxe Pick-Up
Blue, '6,900
$198*
MO.

42 Mos. @ 14.99% APR
The 1991-92 Band Council for the Murray Middle School Tiger Band
is made up of Summer Roberson, historian; Karen Green and Lindsay McNutt, librarians; Cory Martin, vice president; Carrie Griffiths,
guard captain; Katie McNeary, secretary; and Chas Villanova, president. Not pictured are Dustin Alton, secretary and Emma Shaw,
drum major.

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whitnell
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

-7J
Parts

641 South

753-2617

Tackle
A Pizza
At Gatti's.

Before the Need Arises. ..

HOUSE
•rik.ani Lyons is trading wpm foe this mock.
••Nil ,larri Lyons is a marks; makes in this stock

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Addl:lunal
information
Avadable
Upon Request

HIWARD
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II I Muni W L term me Member .051 and 510C
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Freed Curd, D-Murray; Salary
$14,100; Expenses $17,746.72;
Travel $4,649.95; Total
$36,496.67.
Albert Jones, D-Paducah; Salary
$1,1,100; Expenses $17,621.88;
Travel S812.13; Total $29,534.01.
Richard Lewis, D-Benton; Salary
$11,300: Expenses S17,541.76;
Travel $1,668.52: Total
S30,510.28.
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WE BOUGHT A
WALLPAPER DEAL! I
Come see the hundreds of
rolls of wallpaper & border.
We have the
choice &
price.

BEL-AIR
DECOR
STORE
S. 12th St,

Murray

753-3642

Stop in before or after
the game for a delicious
Mr. Gatti's pizza!
U

2 All-You-Can-Eat 1
Keith York, Kelvin York and James Coleman

'Ask Us About
Forethought® Funeral Planning
COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home, Inc.
Efficient, Dedicated Service - Modern Facilities
713 South Fourth St.

753-6800

Pizza & SpaGatti :
Buffets
s
s
$599
I
Only
p.m.
.
*Lunch Buffet 11 a.m.-2

j
I

All-You-Can-Eat :
1Pizza
& SpaGattio 1
-e
Buffets $099 .1
e
Only

1111

*Dinner Buffet 5-8:30 p.m

Any Large
Pizza For
Medium
Charge!
Dine-In, Pick-Up,
FREE Delivery
The

best pizza In town

I
I

*Coupons Good Through Sept. 26, 1991
*Not Good With Any Other Specials
•Must Present Coupon

753-6656

Chestnut St.

Murray

